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National Science Foundation- 
Supported Science Education 
Materials: Problems In 
Evaluation, Distribution, And 
Monitoring 
The Foundation needs to emphasize more 
evaluation of the education materials that it 
finances. Most materials’ evaluations did not 
sufficiently demonstrate that students will 
acquire the desired educational outcomes. 

Also, more consideration should be given to 
potential materials’ distribution problems 
(too costly or too innovative) that might limit 
acceptance of the materials by school 
systems. There were distribution problems 
with many materials; however, the Founda- 
tion did not have a system to collect data on 
the use of the materials that would have 
helped to determine the effect of the prob- 
lems. 

Finally, the Foundation’s oversight of pro- 
jects needs to be more active and systematic 
to identify and quickly correct administrative 
weaknesses in projects for developing educa- 
tional materials. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 30848 

B-133183 

To tne President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the Rouse of Representatives 

'Tnis report describes the evaluation, distribution, and 
monitoring of science education materials, developed through 
10 projects supported by the National Science Foundation, 
and recommends improving the Foundation's policies and pro- 44 

cedures for these activities. It is a follow-on to our 
October 14, 1975, report, entitled "Administration of the 
science Education Project 'Man: A Course of Study' (MACOS)" 
(hdi)-76-26) , which described Foundation efforts in support- 
ing tne development, evaluation, and distribution of the 
project materials. In that report, recommendations were 
made to oetter insure sound business practices in admin- 
istering science education projects. Evaluation, distri- 
oution, and monitoring problems were noted during the proj- 
ect review, but suggestions for improvements were largely 
withheld because additional projects needed examination. 

vlre made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account- 
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Audit- 
ing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67). 

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director, 
3ffice of Management and i3udget, and to the Director, Na- 
tional Science foundation. 

z*/G!ib*ui( 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

D I G E S T ---e-e 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION- 
SUPPOKTED SCIENCE EDUCATION 
MATERIALS: PROBLEMS IN 
EVALUATION, DISTRIBUTION, AND 
MONITORING 

The National Science Foundation provided $299 
million to academic and nonprofit institutions 
for developing science education materials 
(such as teaching guides, textbooks, films, and 
video tapes) during 1956-75 for use by schools 
from kindergarten through college. It also pro- 
vided about $88 million, for activities such as 
training teachers, to help put selected mate- 
rials to use. 

The Congress, questioning the need for the ma- 
terials the Foundation had financed and whether 
the materials had an unfair competitive advan- 
tage over those developed by the private sector, 
discontinued, in fiscal year 1976, financing of 
activities to help put materials to use. 

GAO studied 10 projects receiving Foundation 
financing of about $17 million for development, 
and about $9 million for implementing the ma- 
terials. The Foundation needs to: 

--Emphasize evaluation of science materials it 
finances to better assess their education 
value. 

--Become more concerned with the need for the 
materials and potential distribution problems 
(such as materials' cost) by involving poten- 
tial users and firms that will distribute the 
materials (commercial publishers) in the de- 
velopment stage. 

--Establish a better monitoring (oversight) sys- 
tem to identify and correct projects* admipis- 
trative weaknesses. 

Evaluation is the principal way to determine if 
the objectives of educational materials are 
being met. So, the Congress should: 

Jear Sheet. Upon removal, the report 
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--Require the Foundation to identify evaluation 
funds in its annual budget request. 

--Specify amounts for evaluation in annual 
funding legislation. (See pp. 4 to 27.) 

Because the Congress discontinued funds for put- 
ing materials to use, materials' distribution 
will be more dependent on commercial publishers' 
interest in the materials. The Congress should 
advise the Foundation: 

--Whether it should support the development of 
science education materials whose need has 
been demonstrated but which might not be at- 
tractive to publishers. 

--What steps it should take to distribute these 
materials. (See pp. 28 to 48.) 

Evaluation problems included: 

--Foundation reliance on the developers to eval- 
uate their materials who usually only obtained 
opinions of the materials and did not conduct 
formal objective testing to demonstrate the 
materials' worthiness in improving science ed- 
ucation. We PI?- 10 to 14.) 

--Lack of evaluation of the final version of 
some of the educational materials distributed. 
(See pp. 11 and 16.) 

--Evaluation reports not always published and 
test results sometimes did not support claims 
made in promotional literature. (See pp. 14 
to 17.) 

To correct these problems, the Foundation Direc- 
tor should first issue an overall policy state- 
ment committing the Foundation to administrative 
and financial support of evaluating education 
materials and requiring its officials to become 
directly involved in planning and in overseeing 
the evaluations. Further, GAO recommends: 

--Requiring that proposals sent to the Founda- 
tion requesting funds to develop educational 
materials contain a separate evaluation plan 
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which states the materials’ objectives in 
measurable terms, an evaluation design to 
show whether the objectives were accom- 
plished, and a budget line item for evalua- 
tion. 

--Developing guidelines for evaluating educa- 
tion materials that consider types and exten- 
siveness of testing to aid Foundation offi- 
cials, materials’ developers, and evaluators 
in planning for evaluations. 

--Requiring an evaluation report for all ma- 
ter ials developed with Foundation financial 
support which should be thoroughly reviewed 
by the Foundation for accuracy and complete- 
ness and offered as part of the materials’ 
sales package. 

Distribution problems included: 

--Many materials were too costly or too inno- 
vative to make them attractive to commercial 
publishers; also, these two factors could 
have reduced the materials’ adoption by 
schools. (See pp. 29 to 38.) 

--The Foundation rarely supported followup 
studies after the materials were distributed 
to determine the long term impact on students. 
It also did not routinely collect data to 
determine how extensively schools adopted 
the mater ials. (See pp= 38 to 42.) 

To correct tnese problems, the Foundation Di- 
rector first ,should require developers of ed- 
ucational materials to submit with their 
proposal to develop materials, a distribution 
plan providing specific data demonstrating the 
materials’ need and identifying potential dis- 
tribution problems (such as high cost). GAO 
also recommends : 

--Including publishing representatives as re- 
viewers of proposals to develop educational 
materials and including publishing represen- 
tatives and potential users in periodic re- 
views of the materials during development. 
GAO previously recommended that potential 
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users be’ included as proposal reviewers 
(MWD-76-26, Oct. 14, 1975). 

--Establishing a system for providing Founda- 
tion management with data to assess the ex- 
tent of use of educational materials it 
finances and “lessons learned” for future 
materials. 

Finally, the unsystematic and sometimes inac- 
tive project monitoring was apparently result- 
ing from no formal Foundation guidelines to aid 
its program managers in overseeing projects 
and the Foundation’s “hands off” approach in 
allowing grantees maximum freedom to carry out 
a project. (See pp. 49 to 55.) 

The Foundation Director should issue a policy 
statement providing for more active Foundation 
involvement in monitoring projects. He should 
also: 

--Establish guidelines for active, systematic 
review that would include the frequency for 
using monitoring techniques and require doc- 
umenting these activities. 

--Establish progress report requirements that 
include: how often the reports are to be 
made, what format is to be used to report 
project milestones, how the Foundation’s 
management can evaluate the progress of the 
project, and documentation showing how prob- 
lems were resolved. 

The Foundation agreed with the substance of 
GAO’s recommendations and planned corrective 
actions. Although many of these were largely 
in the “thinking stage ,I’ in some instances the 
intended improvements may not be sufficient 
to adequately correct the problems identified. 
For instance, to correct evaluation problems, 
the Foundation: 

--Plans to extend (in practice) an existing 
policy statement to satisfy GAO’s recommen- 
dation for a formal evaluation policy state- 
ment. This may be sufficient for the Foun- 
dation, but other interested parties should 
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be informed of the broader application to 
avoid misunderstanding. (See p. 22.) 

--Will make sure that the purposes of educa- 
tional materials are clear and explicit. 
However, GAO believes that objectives should 
be stated in measurable terms which is basic 
to evaluation and the Foundation should jus- 
tify exceptions. (See p. 24.) 

--Commented that formal evaluation reports may 
not be appropriate for every project. GAO 
believes that regardless of the extensive- 
ness of the evaluation, an evaluation report 
should be available for potential users (such 
as school administrators and teachers) of the 
materials. (See p. 25.) 

--Suggested referring interested parties to 
sources such as the National Technical 
Information Service to obtain evaluation 
reports. GAO believes having evaluation 
reports available through the distributor 
of the educational materials to be more 
convenient and timely. (See p. 25.) 

To correct distribution problems the Founda- 
tion cited technical and practical problems 
in assessing the impact of educational ma- 
ter ials it supports, but agreed to work on 
the problem. GAO further defined the type 
of data it believes is necessary which should 
largely resolve the Foundation’s dif f icul tjes, 
(See p. 47.) 

The Foundation agreed to establish monitor i.nr;i; 
policies and guidelines: however, too much 
reliance may be placed on periodic checks by 
a special review board rather than the offi- 
cials directly responsible for daily project 
oversight. (See p. 56.) 
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CdAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The National Science Foundation is authorized under the 
National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (42 U.S.C. 1861 et 
seq.), as amended, to initiate and support, through contracts 
and other forms of assistance such as grants, basic scien- 
tific research and programs to strengthen scientific research 
potential and science education programs. 

The Foundation's science education activities, admin- 
istered by its directorate for science education, consist 
primarily of grant and fellowship programs to improve edu- 
cation for professional careers in science- and technology- 
based fields, improve scientific literacy, and increase the 
efficiency and effectiveness of educational processes. This 
report concerns the activities for improving science educa- 
tion by supporting the development of science education ma- 
terials for use by school systems at the precollege (kinder- 
garten through grade 12) and higher education levels. 

Broad educational needs are identified by Foundation 
officials through informal means, such as conferences, Ad- 
visory Committee l/ meetings, ideas from experts in the 
field, and inter& expertise and formal means, such as 
proposals received and projects focused on problem and needs 
assessment. 

The Foundation issues program and other special announce- 
ments which identify for the education and scientific communi- 
ties the broad education areas where improvements are needed. 
The announcements for developing educational materials define 
the eligible organizations from which'the Foundation will ac- 
cept proposals and the academic grade levels and fields that 
the planned improvements should cover. Academic and nonprofit 
institutions are eligible to submit proposals. The proposals 
received are considered unsolicited and are usually sent out- 
side the Foundation to peer reviewers who review them and 

l-/The Advisory Committee for Science Education provides ad- 
vice and recommendations concerning education activities 
to the Director of the Foundation, through the Assistant 
Director for Science Education. The Committee consists of 
from 9 to 12 members who are appointed by the Director for 
l-year terms and are normally not reappointed for more than 
3 consecutive terms. 
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comment on their merits. Accepted proposals are usually 
funded through grants made to colleges, universities, or ed- 
ucational associations or societies. 

The Foundation's policy for distributing educational 
materials developed with its support provides for open com- 
petition among qualified and interested organizations. The 
distributor of the Foundation-supported educational materials 
as well as the distribution arrangements--either commercial 
or noncommercial-- are selected by the grantee subject to 
Foundation approval. 

Before fiscal year 1976 the Foundation also awarded 
grant funds, through a competitive process, for implementing 
major curriculums and other education materials at the pre- 
college level to strengthen science and mathematics programs. 
The implementing grants provided for activities, such as 
awareness projects to furnish information to school decision- 
makers (such as principals and supervisors) about new ma- 
terials and teacher projects to train teachers in the effec- 
tive use of new educational materials. No similar Foundation 
program existed for implementing higher education projects 
it supported. Both Foundation-supported and non-Foundation- 
supported curriculums were eligible for precollege implemen- 
tation support. For fiscal year 1976, funding for the pre- 
college level implementation activities was curtailed by the 
Congress. The Foundation reassessed the need for the imple- 
mentation activities as part of an overall evaluation of 
its precollege science education activities. Currently, the 
Foundation plans no further implementation activities. 

Foundation officials estimated that during fiscal years 
1956-75 over 750 educational projects received about $299 
million for developing educational materials and approaches 
at the precollege and higher educational levels. Fifty- 
three of the projects were at the precollege level, which 
received about $196 million, and the remaining projects 
were at the higher education level, which received about 
$103 million. Grants for implementing materials from the 
precollege level projects totaled over $87.9 million. 

We selected seven precollege level projects and three 
higher education projects funded for developing education 
materials and approaches to determine the adequacy of: 

--Evaluations of the materials' effectiveness in 
improving science education. 

--Distribution efforts for making the education ma- 
terials available to school systems. 
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--Foundation techniques for monitoring the project 
grants. 

In selecting the 10 projects for developing education 
materials -and approaches, we included projects (1) funded 
under the broad objectives of the science education direc- 
torate, such as projects intended to improve education for 
professional careers in science (see p- l), (2) ongoing as 
well as completed, (3) receiving large dollar amounts 
(5 projects received over $1 million for developing their 
materials) and those receiving small dollar amounts (1 proj- 
ect received about $72,600), and (4) administered through 
large universities, as well as those conducted by small 
colleges and nonprofit education and scientific associa- 
tions. 

As of June 30, 1975, Foundation funding for the 10 
projects for developing educational products totaled ab ut 
$17.2 million, with the earliest funding beginning in 4 f seal 
year 1962. Various grantees received over $9 million in 
Foundation funding for implementation activities related 
to using materials from six of the precollege level projects. 
Appendix I provides descriptive and funding data for the 10 
projects. 

Pursuant to a congressional request, we have already 
reported our findings for 1 of the 10 projects--the social 
studies elementary project. l/ Certain aspects of this 
project, however, are also discussed in this report. 

We have issued another report on developing and dis- 
tributing Federal-supported education materials. 2/ The 
activities were supported by the National Instituze of 
Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
The management problems associated with the materials 
supported by the Institute, as discussed in that report, 
are similar to those discussed here. 

&/"Administration of the Science Education Project 'Man: 
A Course of Study' (MACOS)" (Oct. 14, 1975, MWD-76-26). 

2/"Educational Laboratory and Research and Development 
Center Programs Need To Be Strengthened," (B-164031(1) 
Nov. 16, 1973). 



CHAPTER 2 

EVALUATION OF EDUCATION 

MATERIALS NEEDS MORE ATTENTION 

The National Science Foundation needs to emphasize more 
evaluation of education materials to better insure the educa- 
tional value of materials it supports for use by school sys- 
tems. Evaluation is the principal way the Foundation, mate- 
rials’ developers, school officials and other users can de- 
termine the education materials’ worthiness in improving sci- 
ence education. The Foundation has no formal guidelines 
specifying the types of testing and evaluations for educa- 
tional materials developed with its support. Although gen- 
erally recognizing the need for evaluation, the Foundation 
has relied on its grantees to establish and implement their 
own evaluation schemes. 

The grantees for each of the 10 projects had provided 
for some evaluation of the education materials developed. 
However, for six of the projects this usually consisted of 
only obtaining teachers’, students’, or other reviewers’ 
opinions of the materials which did not sufficiently demon- 
strate the materials’ effectiveness in training students 
and/or teachers. More formal objective testing was performed 
for four projects. However, we reviewed the results for two 
of the four projects and found some results questionable 
because of testing design and procedural problems. Also, 
the final version of some of the educational materials dis- 
tr ibuted was not tested. 

Most of the evaluations supported by the Foundation were 
conducted through the project staff that developed the ma- 
terials. The Foundation directly funded a separate indepen- 
dent followup evaluation for the final materials developed 
by one of the projects. The evaluation is scheduled for com- 
pletion in January 1977-- about 6 years after the materials 
were commercially distributed. 

An evaluation report on the materials’ worthiness should 
be available to aid prospective users. Four of the projects 
had evaluation reports but they were not listed on distribu- 
tors’ price lists as part of the materials for sale. Three 
of these reports were incomplete because they either did not 
report on the total or final test results or other factors 
which could have affected testing outcome, such as using in- 
complete test data. Also, some promotional claims for the 
materials developed were not supported by the projects’ evalu- 
ation reports. 
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The Congress is concerned over the merit of educational 
materials supported by the Foundation. The problems in evalu- 
ation we noted demonstrate the need for improved evaluation 
of the education materials. 

EVALUATION NEEDS EMPHASIS 

The Foundation has no formal guidelines specifying the 
types of testing and evaluations for educational materials 
developed with its support. The Foundation's instructions 
(program announcements) to grantees for preparing proposals 
to develop educational materials provided little, if any, 
instruction on evaluating materials. Also, the cost of eval- 
uation did not always appear as a line item in a project's 
budget, planned evaluations were sometimes eliminated when 
grant funding was reduced, and the Foundation's program man- 
agers (responsible for project monitoring) were not always 
familiar with the types of testing or knowledgeable of the 
test results. 

Program announcements 

The Foundation's fiscal year 1976 precollege level an- 
nouncement for developing education materials lists a number 
of essential components that the proposal should include, 
but the announcement is silent on requesting grantees to 
state their plans for evaluating the proposed materials. 
The fiscal year 1976 higher education announcement for the 
development of educational materials and methods requests 
prospective grantees to include in their proposals plans for 
testing and revising materials. However, it does not pro- 
vide the grantee with guidance concerning the types of test- 
ing and extensiveness of evaluations expected. Our review 
of the announcements in effect when some of the projects in 
our study were funded indicated that evaluation was not em- 
phasized at that time. 

Vague evaluation plans 

Evaluation plans were difficult to locate in some pro- 
posals because they were not located under a separate evalu- 
ation caption and the accompanying budget request did not 
always include a line item for evaluation. Also, the state- 
ments on planned evaluations were usually vague or limited. 
For example, the initial proposal for the instructional gradu- 
-ate physics materials project stated that graduate students 
taking the course would be asked to comment on their problems 
with the materials and their suggestions would be incorporated 
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in revised editions. The initial proposal for the video tapes 
for teacher education project stated that the tapes would be 
tried out by curriculum study projects (those projects which 
produced the materials whose classroom use was video taped) 
and at tryout centers (schools cooperating with the video 
tape project) l Neither of these projects (1) identified in 
their proposals how the testing would be done and the results 
evaluated nor (2) requested evaluation funds as a separate 
line item in the budget that accompanied the proposal. 

Evaluation apparently was a low priority -- -- 

Some project officials said that they did not receive 
sufficient funding to perform adequate evaluations. For the 
elementary mathematics and science teaching project, a net- 
work of trial centers was established for evaluating the ma- 
terials. According to a project official, the number of trial 
centers was reduced from 16 in the 1964-65 school year to 10 
in the 1965-66 school year and later further reduced because 
of limited Foundation funding. Also, project officials said 
that necessary revisions to the materials suggested by the 
test results were not always made because of curriculum pro- 
duction pressures and funding. 

Project officials for the instructional elementary mathe- 
matics project said that their evaluation plan was not fully 
implemented because of time constraints to complete project 
development and a shortage of funds. They initially intended 
to use standard achievement tests and devise other tests to 
measure student achievement. However, only subjective 
testing --based upon teachers’, consultants’, and the project 
staff’s opinions of the materials--was performed. 

The relative low priority the Foundation gave evaluation 
is further evidenced by its selection of activities to absorb 
budget deferrals. For example, the Foundation’s fiscal year 
1975 budget had allocated $1 million for the problem assess- 
ment program which had recently formed to deal with problem 
areas including evaluation. Responding to a decision by the 
President to restrain fiscal year 1975 budget outlays, the 
Foundation decided that of the proposed $15 million of its 
budget outlays to be deferred to fiscal year 1976, $1 million 
would be from its problem assessment program--the total amount 
of that program’s fiscal year 1975 budget. 
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Foundation's awareness 
----- 

The Foundation's program managers were not always fami- 
liar with the details of the evaluations performed or the 
actual test results obtained. For example, the program 
manager for one curriculum project was generally aware of the 
testing activities performed but was not aware of the details 
and test results achieved. He knew that a measurable objec- 
tive had been established but was not certain how well the 
project achieved this objective. He said that the Foundation 
did not receive all the final test results for this project. 

Another project was authorized a no-cost extension to 
use part of the remaining project funds to evaluate the class- 
room performance of preservice teachers using the teaching 
methods developed through the project. The Foundation's pro- 
gram manager said he was not certain of the specific evalua- 
tion to be performed, except that the evaluation was to show 
if the teaching techniques used in the project's teaching 
methods course were more effective in helping children learn 
science. However, he stated that the planned testing was to 
be of student teachers' performance and not the elementary 
students exposed to the new teaching methods course. Also, 
he was not sure if objective test measures were planned but 
believed the testing was more subjective based mainly on ob- 
serving classroom teaching techniques. 

Although the no-cost extension was ongoing about l-1/2 
years at the time of our fieldwork, the program manager was 
not sure whether the evaluation had been completed or what 
the, test results showed. He believed the Foundation had not 
received any formal feedback on the test results. 

In assessing and monitoring evaluation plans proposed 
by developers and others, the Foundation might have to de- 
velop additional internal expertise. When a Foundation 
program manager was asked about the adequacy of materials' 
evaluations for a project under his responsibility, he stated 
that he was not an authority on evaluations and questioning 
test results was not part of his duties. Another Foundation 
program manager said that the Foundation staff input on evalu- 
ation is to request evaluation by the project staff and to 
direct the project staff to specialists, since the Foundation 
staff do not consider themselves evaluation experts. 

We do not believe that program managers should be evalua- 
tion experts; however, there should be a centralized organiza- 
tion in the science education directorate to provide expertise 
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and assistance. The directorate's recently formed Office of 
Program Integration (whose responsibilities include evaluating 
the Foundation's science education programs) could possibly 
provide such assistance to program managers in reviewing in- 
dividual project evaluation plans and monitoring the imple- 
mentation of the plans. 

INEFFECTIVE EVALUATION 

Developers of education materials should (1) know what 
their proposed products are intended to achieve and (2) state 
the products' objectives in measurable terms. This aids 
Foundation management in deciding whether to support a proj- 
ect and to better gage project progress by assessing actual 
results against expected performance. Well-defined objectives 
are also essential for designing adequate testing procedures 
to effectively evaluate the extent to which the product meets 
the stated objectives. 

The evaluation design of the final product should pro- 
vide for testing procedures that include some form of objec- 
tive testing, such as formal tests that are designed to meas- 
ure the extent to which stated objectives have been accomp- 
lished, and provide for reporting final test results. The 
evaluation design should also consider followup or longitu- 
dinal studies after the materials are distributed to deter- 
mine their long term effect on students. 

Imprecise project objectives 

The 10 projects we reviewed met their broad objective 
of producing educational materials and/or approaches. How- 
ever, eight projects' objectives were not stated in measur- 
able terms; that is, performance criteria or product expecta- 
tions were vague or nonexistent. 

According to a number of authors of studies or articles 
on curriculum evaluation, stating objectives in vague terms 
is one of the major problems. In one article, the authors 
stated: L/ 

'I* * * educational objectives as they are usually 
expressed by writers and teachers suffer from four 

-- 

A/Domain-- Referenced Curriculum Evaluation: A Technical -- Handbook And A Case Study From The Minnemast Project, CSE 
Monograph Series in Evaluation, Volume I, University of 
California, Los Angeles, 1973. 
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deficiencies: (1) they often do not specify the 
actual behaviors that the student should exhibit 
but refer instead to understandings or apprecia- 
tions of subject-matter content * * *; (2) they 
often specify what the teacher will do rather 
than what the student will learn * * *; (3) they 
are often ambiguous * * *; (4j they are often in- 
complete * * *. 

"These deficiencies arise in part because curricu- 
lum writers often do not know in detail what their 
objectives really are. Instead of beginning with 
a list of objectives and designing educational ex- 
periences to accomplish them, writers and teachers 
frequently work in the other direction, beginning 
with ideas for what they feel should be valuable 
educational experiences and deducing the objectives 
from the experiences. Thus, important objectives 
may be implied by the materials a writer develops, 
but he may be unable to state them clearly or may 
actually be unaware of their existence. * * *'I 

Examples of some of these problems, which were prevalent in 
the projects we reviewed, follow. 

The objective of the instructional graduate physics ma- 
terials project was to prepare a comprehensive set of com- 
posite instructional materials for the physics of wood and 
fiber components. The project's objective was concerned 
with subject-matter content and not with the behaviors or 
skills that the student should learn using the materials. 

The objective of the video tapes for teacher education 
project was to provide a central resource for inservice and 
preservice teachers of mathematics, science, and social sci- 
ence. The project's objective was what the teachers would 
do and not what the students would learn. A peer reviewer 
evaluating the merit of the proposed request stated that, 

'I* * * The proposal simply states what is planned, 
mostly in quantitative terms, there is no provision 
for research or any evaluation of the effectiveness 
of the procedure. * * * There is no mention in the 
whole proposal of how they are going to determine 
the effectiveness of these films for changing first, 
the teachers and then the crucial question: how 
well this kind of training will improve student 
learning." 
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According to a project official, no attempt was made to 
evaluate educational effectiveness because she believed the 
objective was more the production of professionally accepted 
and good quality video tapes. 

Generally, we believe the objectives of each of the 
eight projects having vague, immeasurable objectives were 
incomplete . For example, the life science technician train- 
ing project was to develop teaching modules--self-contained 
instructional units--for educating and training life science 
technicians. While such an objective is fine for an overall 
statement of what the project is about, more specific, mea- 
surable objectives are needed (1) to determine what the 
project expects to accomplish and (2) to measure its sucess 
in meeting the specific objectives. 

The objective could have considered 

--what percent of the students should perform the desired 
task by using the instructional units to consider a 
unit acceptable and the means to measure the students’ 
performance and 

--comparative testing to demonstrate whether the modular 
approach was more effective than traditional methods 
(generally teachers lecturing to students). 

Adequacy of evaluation designs 
and testing conducted 

All the projects we reviewed had proposed some form of 
evaluation. However, most evaluation designs were not ade- 
quate for Foundation officials and others to assess the ef- 
fectiveness of the developed materials. Generally, the test- 
ing was subjectively based upon students‘, teachers’, or other 
reviewers’ opinions of the materials and usually did not in- 
clude objective performance testing. We noted other problems 
for tne projects that we examined the test results, such as 
incomplete data which resulted in some questionable test re- 
sults. 

Subjective testing 

Generally, the materials developed through 6 of the 10 
projects were evaluated using subjective measures, such as 
obtaining students’ and teachers’ 
questionnaires. 

opinions by interviews or 
Subjective testing is a valuable testing 

mechanism for obtaining potential users’ and others’ general 
impression of the materials and their opinions as to the 
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materials’ scientific and technical accuracy. However, we 
do not believe this type of testing in itself is sufficient 
for determining the effectiveness of educational products 
in improving science education. It produces results based 
on personal beliefs or interpretations. One evaluator may 
interpret responses differently than another and opinion 
surveys may show how reviewers feel about the materials but 
not whether the students and/or teachers are learning or 
understanding the materials. 

The extensiveness of subjective testing varied among 
the six projects. For example, the evaluation procedures 
for the instructional graduate physics materials project 
consisted of the project director asking his peers and gradu- 
ate students taking the course to comment on the materials, 
with such comments serving as the basis for revisions. In 
the life science technician training project more extensive 
subjective testing was performed of the teaching modules 
developed. The modules were reviewed by the project staff 
and consultants to make them scientifically and technically 
accurate. Also, questionnaires were used to obtain student 
and teacher opinions of the modules. At the time of our 
fieldwork, 9 modules had been tested at 41 test sites (4 or 
5 test sites per module and some test sites testing more than 
one module), which involved about 60 to 160 students per mod- 
ule and about 4 to 6 teachers per module. 

The questionnaire data had been obtained and tabulated, 
at the time of our field work, for 9 of the first 51 modules 
marketed. For four of the nine modules, teacher responses 
were *not obtained. Although the students’ and teachers’ re- 
sponses were generally favorable, they also raised a number 
of questions which should have been followed up by the proj- 
ect staff to see if the modules needed revisions before they 
were distributed. Some examples follow. 

For the 5 modules from which teacher opinions were ob- 
tained, 21 responses were received, of which eight did not 
indicate they would definitely purchase the modules in their 
present forms. 

One question on the student questionnaire was designed 
to determine whether prerequisite skills other than those 
already identified were needed to perform the task the module 
was to teach (such as how to weigh less than 1 gram) e stu- 
dent responses indicating that other prerequisite skills were 
necessary ranged from 30 to 51 percent for the nine modules. 
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Another question on the student questionnaire was to 
enable the project staff to determine how well the students 
knew how to perform the technician tasks before studying the 
modules. However, for two of the nine modules this ques- 
tion was not included. For the seven modules in which the 
question was included, student responses stating that they 
completely knew how to do the technician tasks before study- 
ing the module ranged from 14 to 49 percent. We noted, how- 
ever, that these students were not excluded from the sample. 
This could have biased the results of another question asking 
whether the student could complete the technician task after 
studying the module. The test results for the nine modules 
(without adjustment for students who stated they completely 
knew how to do the task before studying the module) ranged 
from 7 to 25 percent disagreeing that they could do the task 
as a result of studying the modules. 

Objective testing 

To demonstrate whether students and/or teachers are 
achieving the educational objectives of the materials being 
developed, objective performance testing is necessary. The 
Foundation supported extensive evaluations for the materials 
development by the remaining four projects. The projects' 
materials were evaluated over several years using subjective 
test measures and comprehensive objective testing involving 
a number of schools and thousands of students. The objective 
measures included tests of content and concept learning; 
pre- and post-tests containing multiple choice and open-ended 
items on information, concepts, and attitudes; and comparative 
testing using standardized tests designed to cover the proj- 
ects' objectives. 

For two of the projects, we examined the testing design 
and results and found problems which we believe make the re- 
sults for some of the testing questionable. One example 
follows. 

The Foundation provided over $2.3 million to develop an 
instructional elementary science curriculum. Most of the 
educational exercises developed through this project were 
evaluated over a 5-year period (school years 1963-64 to 
1967-68). For example, in the 1965-66 school year, over 
700 students were tested each month. Materials for each 
grade level were tried out for at least 3 school years and 
generally revised based on the testing experience. Each 
exercise had desired objectives that students were to achieve. 
To determine whether students were achieving the objectives, 
students were randomly selected by the project staff and 
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teachers observed the students' actions or resoonses to a 
question. The teachers marked a checklist as 'to whether an 
acceptable response was received. Also, teachers provided 
feedback by recording their opinions, observations, and 
suggestions for each exercise. 

The project staff identified a sequence at each grade 
level in which the exercises should be taught. There were 
22 to 26 exercises at each grade level. The project staff 
believed the students had to learn the objectives of earlier 
exercises in sequence to successfully achieve later exercises. 
Because the exercises were taught in sequence, the students 
with the necessary prior years experience should perform 
better than students without this experience. Test results 
proved this to be true. However, due to the changing com- 
position of the participating school systems and the high 
turnover of students, the number of fully experienced stu- 
dents tested was limited to no more than four students per 
exercise in the last year in which objective test results 
were compiled for grades 4, 5, and 6. 
ect evaluator, 

According to the proj- 
the limited number of fully experienced stu- 

dents resulted in highly unreliable test results concerning 
the expected performance of fully experienced students com- 
pleting the exercises. 

The project staff estimated the annual student attrition 
rate to be 10 percent due to student transfers or other rea- 
sons. However, data was available from the Bureau of Census 
(as early as 1948) on population mobility by age groups, 
which at the time the project was funded indicated the annual 
attrition rate to be about 18 percent for the elementary 
school age group. Actual experience during testing of the 
materials indicated that the annual rate was closer to 
20 percent. 

The changing composition of school systems for testing 
the students also limited the number of experienced students. 
In the early years of testing there were as many as 14 school 
systems: in the final test year there were 11. The composi- 
tion of the school systems varied over the 5-year testing 
period with some being added and others dropping out. As a 
result, only eight participated in the testing for the entire 
5-year period. This, coupled with the underestimated annual 
rate of student attrition, resulted in the few fully experi- 
enced students included in the later test years. 

Limited comparability testing was also performed. In 
test year 1963-64 students in kindergarten through 3rd grade, 
who had no prior exposure to the project materials and were 
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being taught traditional science courses, were tested with 
the project materials against fellow students who had been 
exposed to the project in the testing program. The objec- 
tive was to determine whether students who were exposed to 
the project materials had already acquired the skills the 
materials were to teach before exposure to the materials. 
The reported results indicated that children exposed to the 
project materials acquired the desired skills not present in 
children who had not been exposed to the materials. 

The test results showed, in effect, that students using 
project materials learned those materials better than students 
not using them. Although such data is useful, the comparabil- 
ity testing could have been more meaningful if the project 
students were also tested on other materials or with standard- 
ized tests. Such testing would have provided data on learning 
gains made by the project students compared to gains made by 
students using other elementary science materials. 

Evaluation reporting 

To be useful in decisionmaking, evaluation results (com- 
plete with supportable claims) should be available to poten- 
tial users. Six of the projects did not prepare evaluation 
reports. Consequently, interested potential users could not 
be aware of the extent that the materials were evaluated or 
of the test results. 

Four projects prepared evaluation reports: however, none 
of the reports were listed on the distributors' price lists 
as part of the package of materials for sale. Two of the re- 
ports were basically internal project reports, one was avail- 
able from the material's developer, and the other was avail- 
able from the developer and the distributor of the materials. 
Of the four evaluation reports, three were incomplete because 
they either did not report on the total or final test results 
or other factors which could have affected test results. 
Also, three of the four projects that prepared evaluation 
reports obtained a publisher for their educational materials. 
Some promotional claims for their materials were not sub- 
stantiated by the evaluation reports. Examples follow. 

Final test results 
not r.eported for all materials ---w-e-- 

The testing of the instructional elementary science 
curriculum project materials took place over 5 years as the 
materials were being developed. Two evaluation reports were 
published that reported the results of the initial 3 years of 
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testing for the kindergarten through grade 6 materials. 
Materials for grades 4 through 6 were further evaluated in 
the 4th and 5th test years but no evaluation report was 
published. 

The project evaluator said that in the later test years 
substantial revisions were made to some exercises and their 
effects on students' performance were not always evaluated. 
An analysis of the test results showed that students performed 
worse in some exercises after revisions were made. At least 
a summary evaluation report describing all testing of the 
final materials and the results should have been published 
for potential users. 

Incomplete test results not disclosed 

In evaluating the materials of the studying the environ- 
ment project, data was collected primarily through question- 
naires sent to teachers asking them questions on changes in 
student and teacher attitude and performance. Of 90 teachers 
included in the pretesting, 38 responded. 

The evaluation report states that 38 responses were re- 
ceived but does not disclose whether a followup was attempted 
to obtain test data from nonrespondents, which is necessary 
because of the unknown affect of the nonrespondents. A proj- 
ect official said that no followup was performed, which we 
believe renders the test results questionable. 

Product claims not substantiated -- 

For the instructional elementary science curriculum 
project a measurable targeted objective was established. The 
objective was that, as a minimum, 90 percent of the children 
acquire at least 90 percent of the desired skills for each 
exercise. Project materials were published by grade level as 
development and testing was completed. The kindergarten 
through grade 3 materials were marketed in 1967 and the pro- 
motional brochure for these grade level exercises stated: 
"In the testing phase of the program, involving more than 
7000 children in the fourteen tryout centers [school sys- 
tems] essentially 90% of the children achieved 90% of the ---- -- 
objectives." ----- 

Promotional material available after materials for all 
grade levels (kindergarten through grade 6) were available 
noted the curriculum validation as "unprecedented." The 
following claim was made: '* * * Few others could point to 
such a high degree of success--903 of children tested 
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attaining 90% of the program objectives.* * *‘I Our review 
of the test results showed these claims were inaccurate. 

The project’s evaluation reports contained no summary 
statement on the total number of exercises in which the 90/90 
level was achieved. To test the product claim, we charted the 
test results as stated in the evaluation reports using the 
most experienced students (example: students with 3 years 
prior experience in the program-- kindergarten through grade 
2--would be considered in analyzing test results of grade 3 
exercises). This approach was agreed to by project officials 
because such students should perform better. Our analysis 
showed that these students generally did perform better than 
the less experienced students, but for a number of the ex- 
ercises even they did not achieve the 90/90 level. 

In the published edition for the kindergarten through 
grade 3 there were 93 exercises. In charting the final test 
results, we noted that 5 of the 93 exercises were not tested 
as to the 90/90 targeted objective in the last year in which 
the exercises were tested. Considering the 88 exercises for 
which objective test results were obtained, we found that 
for 24 exercises students did not achieve the 90/90 level. 
Also, for 12 of these 24 exercises students did not even 
achieve a 90/80 level. 

The complete published edition of the exercises (kinder- 
garten through 6th grade) totaled 162 exercises. We noted 
that for 39 of these, students were either not tested as to 
the 90/90 targeted objective or objective test results were 
not compiled in the last year in which these exercises were 
tested. Sixth grade materials accounted for 23 of the 39 ex- 
ercises. According to project officials, new exercises were, 
in effect, created each year because of revisions after the 
prior test year. The project evaluator said this was especi- 
ally true in the later test years when revisions were more 
substantial. Considering the 123 remaining exercises for 
which test results could be used, for 36 exercises students 
did not achieve the 90/90 level. 

Another example of an unsupported product claim was for 
the studying the environment project. The evaluation included 
test results from early elementary to junior high grade le- 
vels. However , the results for all grades were combined on 
the project staff’s assumption that it was not necessary to 
factor out by grades because the results would remain the 
same. Thus, the publisher’s promotional materials noted that 
the product has applications to all grade levels from kinder- 
garten to the college level, even though all grade levels 
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were not tested, nor was the assumption that the results 
would apply equally to all grades demonstrated. 

NEED FOR INDEPENDENT EVALUATIONS 
OFPINALMATERIALS 

Evaluations during development of the 10 projects' ma- 
terials were conducted through the project staff. The Foun- 
dation directly funded a separate evaluation of the final 
project materials for only 1 of the 10 projects, which was a 
followup study. Foundation support of independent evaluations 
of final versions of materials would help eliminate questions 
about objectivity resulting from the identity or close liaison 
of developer and evaluator, which is especially important when 
some developers place little emphasis on formal testing of 
final materials. For example, when discussing the deficien- 
cies in testing the life science technician training materials 
(see p. ll), the project director stated that his staff and 
consultants had reviewed the project's materials (modules) for 
accuracy and quality and, therefore, no formal evaluation was 
needed to determine whether the students would be able to per- 
form the desired tasks from using the modules. 

Evaluating educational materials is complex and devel- 
opers might not have the expertise to design and conduct ade- 
quate evaluations. Also, developers are primarily occupied 
with producing the materials and might not have time to devote 
sufficient attention to formal evaluation. We believe that 
adequate evaluation is an important element in developing ma- 
terials. Further we believe that independent evaluators can 
provide this important element. 

- NEED FOR FOLLOWUP EVALUATIONS -- 

Followup or longitudinal evaluation is the testing that 
determines what effects have resulted after long term use of 
the materials by school systems. The Foundation funded a 
followup evaluation for one of the projects we reviewed--the 
social studies elementary course--which is scheduled for com- 
pletion in January 1977. 

Testing educational materials before their distribution 
might show their effectiveness in training students and teach- 
ers during development of the materials, when factors which 
could influence their effectiveness are given special atten- 
tion and might not become significant until after the project 
is complete and the materials distributed for use. These 
factors include the amount of time required to train teachers 
and students to use the materials, cost of the materials, and 
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consultants available to assist teachers if and when problems 
arise. 

During our review we spoke with users of some of the 
materials, such as school officials and teachers, and were 
given examples of how these factors could influence their use 
and effectiveness. For example, for some of the projects, 
schools were not using the complete curriculum as developed 
because of the cost and/or the time required to teach it. The 
effect that these and other factors have on the effectiveness 
of the materials in training students and teachers should be 
determined by a followup evaluation. (See p. 39 for addi- 
tional comment on the need for followup studies). 

MORATORIUM ON IMPLEMENTATION PROJECTS -- 

Because the Foundation’s implementation activities could 
be subsidizing the marketing or promotion of education ma- 
ter ials and education materials developed with Foundation 
support could have a competitive advantage over materials 
developed by the private sector, the Congress did not provide 
funds for the Foundation’s precollege science education im- 
plementation activities for fiscal year 1976. The House 
Appropriations Committee’s report (No. 94-313) stated: 

‘I* * * Since the Foundation is currently develop- 
ing a number of courses in * * * [the broad beha- 
vioral science category] and is in the process of 
implementing others which have never been reviewed 
by the Committee in terms of their national need, 
the Committee has included no funds for the im- 
plementation of courses in 1976. This will give 

4 the Foundation time to prepare the necessary data 
and to fully inform the Congress and the public of 
its intentions and the basis on which it has deter- 
mined the pressing national need for such course 
mater ial. It will also give the Congress time to 
fully evaluate the impact of federal involvement in 
this field and arrive at effective public policy 
guidelines for the development and implementation 
of such materials. This means that no funds are 
appropriated for implementing courses that were 
budgeted in the line items for Instructional Im- 
provement Implementation in the elementary and 
secondary school programs.” 

The Senate Appropriations Committee concurred with the House 
action. 
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We believe the problems with evaluating Foundation- 
supported educational materials show that the Foundation 
needs to emphasize more evaluation of the materials. Eva1 ua- 
tions are needed to demonstrate whether the materials will 
improve science education before the Foundation supports the 
materials’ dissemination through implementation projects. 
The materials developed by six of the seven precollege proj- 
ects we reviewed had received Foundation implementation sup- 
port totaling over $9 million. (See app. I.) 

The Foundation has taken steps to more formally estab- 
lish the science education needs of schools and has reas- 
sessed its ongoing precollege curriculum projects. (See 
p. 42.) 

As of September 29, 1976, the Foundation’s authoriza- 
tion bill for fiscal year 1977 (H.R. 12566) had passed both 
the Senate and the House. The Foundation did not request 
funding for any curriculum implementation activity, as in 
prior years, that would assist teachers and administrators 
in adopting or using Foundation-funded on non-Foundation- 
funded curriculums. However, the bill authorizes $69.4 mil- 
lion for science education programs, of which $800,000 is for 
instructional improvement implementation. The Foundat ion in- 
tends to use funds made available for this purpose for in- 
formation and dissemination activities concerning new mate- 
rials, practices, and teaching technologies. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Foundation needs to emphasize more evaluation of edu- 
cation materials that it supports. Most of the projects’ ma- 
terials evaluations did not sufficiently demonstrate that 
students will acquire the desired educational outcomes. Even 
in some cases where evaluations were more thorough, there 
were flaws in their designs which rendered certain results 
questionable. Also, the final versions of some of the educa- 
tional materials to be distributed were not tested. Thus, as 
these educational materials are purchased by school systems, 
students are subjected to materials whose effectiveness has 
not been adequately demonstrated. 

A policy statement from top management is necessary to 
commit the Foundation to emphasizing more evaluation of educa- 
tional materials. The policy should be implemented by de- 
veloping formal evaluation triter ia to aid Foundation staff 
and grantees. If implementation activities are resumed, the 
evaluation criteria should be applied to all materials (those 
developed with Foundation support and others) being considered 
for implementation support. 
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The evaluation criteria should list different types of 
testing techniques for grantees to consider in testing their 
proposed materials. For example, it should consider obtain- 
ing opinions from potential users, such as teachers and stu- 
dents, and objective performance testing to demonstrate stu- 
dents' and/or teachers' achievement of desired objectives, such 
as comparability testing with pre- and post-test devised to 
measure accomplishment of projects' objectives, In consider- 
ing test measures, we believe both subjective and objective 
measures are valuable; however, subjective measures alone are 
not sufficient to demonstrate the impact of the educational 
materials on students. The evaluation criteria should also 
request grantees to state the extensiveness of their planned 
evaluations, such as the numoer of students and teachers to 
be tested. 

Formal independent evaluations and followup or longi- 
tudinal evaluations should also be part of the evaluation 
criteria. Ideally, independent sources should evaluate the 
final materials and followup studies should always be made 
to determine the materials' long-range impact on students. 
However, it might not be cost-effective for the Foundation 
to support such evaluations in all cases and guidelines will 
be needed. 

A report that adequately discloses to school officials 
and other users the evaluation plan and testing results is 
an essential element to disclose the positive and negative 
points of the materials and the degree that the materials 
have been tested in support of educational claims. Only 4 of 
the 10 projects provided an evaluation report and none of 
the reports were listed on the distributors' price lists as 
part of materials for sale. Three of the reports were in- 
complete and did not support some promotional claims. 

The Foundation's specific requirements for evaluating 
educational materials developed through individual projects, 
which should be based on the previously mentioned evaluation 
criteria, should be communicated to prospective grantees 
through program announcements or other media requesting pro- 
posals. In the past, program announcements were either 
silent on evaluation or used yery general terms which gen- 
erally left evaluation planning to the prospective grantees. 
For the projects we reviewed, this usually resulted in vague 
evaluation plans with the general statements on evaluation 
sometimes scattered throughout the proposal and requested 
funding for evaluation not always disclosed in the budget. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Director of the Foundation: 

--Issue a policy statement committing the Foundation to 
the administrative and financial support of evaluating 
education materials and requiring that Foundation of- 
ficials become more directly involved in planning and 
monitoring evaluation activities. 

--Develop criteria for evaluating educational materials 
to aid Foundation officials, materials' developers, 
and evaluators. The criteria should require that 
consideration be given to the use of subjective and 
objective test measures, extensiveness of evaluations, 
evaluations of final versions of education materials, 
followup studies, and independent evaluators. 

--Require through announcements for proposals to develop 
education materials that the proposals contain a sepa- 
rate evaluation plan that states materials' objectives 
in measurable terms and provides an evaluation design 
to demonstrate whether the objectives have been accomp- 
lished and that the accompanying budget contain a line 
item showing the cost of evaluation. 

--Require a formal evaluation report for all materials 
developed with Foundation support. The report should 
be reviewed by Foundation officials for accuracy and 
completeness and should be available through the dis- 
tributor as part of the materials' package. 

--Insure that the above recommendations are applied, as 
feasible, to ongoing projects supporting the develop- 
ment of science education materials as well as to all 
future projects. 

We recommend also that if implementation support activi- 
ties are resumed, including the information dissemination 
activities, the evaluation designs and test results for the 
materials considered for implementation support be reviewed 
by the Foundation using the evaluation criteria which we are 
recommending be developed. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -- 

By a letter dated August 19, 1976, the Foundation com- 
mented on our recommendations. (See app. II.) The Acting 
Assistant Director for Science Education later provided oral 
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comments to clarify the Foundation’s August 19, 1976, response 
concerning the need for an evaluation policy statement and a 
formal evaluation report for all materials developed with 
Foundation support. The Foundation agreed with the substance 
of our recommendations and planned corrective actions. Al- 
though the Foundation's planned improvements for evaluating 
education materials are largely in the "thinking stage," it 
appears that, in some cases, the intended improvements may 
not be sufficient to correct the identified problems. 

tie recommended that an evaluation policy statement was 
needed to commit the Foundation to more emphasis on evaluating 
educational materials it supports. In response, the Founda- 
tion referred to a June 1975 National Science Board policy 
statement on the Foundation's implementation of precollege 
science curriculums. Regarding evaluation the policy states: 

"Prior to undertaking full-scale dissemination and 
assistance activities for NSF-[Foundation] devel- 
oped materials, NSF should undertake a careful re- 
view to ensure that the proposed subject matter 
fits within reasonable limits or norms with re- 
spect to educational value and that the scientific 
content is accurate. Recognizing the broad base 
of concern with elementary and secondary educa- 
tion, the Foundation should provide opportunities 
for input in this review by representatives of 
the scientific, educational, child development, 
commercial publishing, and informed public com- 
munities." 

The Foundation stated that: 

--The policy statement was a first step toward committing 
the Foundation to a policy requiring independent evalu- 
ation of curriculum materials. 

--It plans to extend the policy, as appropriate, to cover 
all projects involving the production of curriculum 
materials for distribution. 

--The extension of the policy clearly implies that the 
Foundation will be more directly involved in planning 
and monitoring evaluation activities. 

The Acting Assistant Director for Science Education said that 
the Foundation intends to place more emphasis on evaluating 
educational materials without issuing a revised National 
Science Board policy statement that explicitly provides for 
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the evaluation committment, as suggested by our recommendation. 
However, he might issue an internal circular to reflect the 
revision. 

Management should clearly communicate its policies to 
insure uniform and appropriate action. The purpose of our 
recommendation was to have the Foundation establish a policy 
to advise the Congress, Foundation officials, and prospective 
applicants seeking Foundation support to develop education 
materials, that the Foundation intends to support evaluation 
and become more involved in evaluation throughout a project. 
The Foundation’s interpretation of the board’s policy might 
be sufficient for its purposes, but other interested par ties 
also need to be advised of the broader application of the 
policy statement to avoid misunderstanding. 

For example, the National Science Board’s policy state- 
ment was issued to cover implementing precollege science cur- 
r iculums. The Foundation said that it plans no further im- 
plementation activities. The policy, therefore, appears to 
be defunct. The policy calls for a “careful review” of the 
materials before full-scale dissemination. What is meant by 
a careful review is not clear. In December 1975 the Founda- 
tion, in response to the board’s evaluation policy statement, 
obtained prospective users’ and others’ opinions of its on- 
going precollege curriculum projects. As discussed on 
pages 10 and 45, opinions are useful, but are not a sub- 
stitute for formal evaluation of the final materials that 
demonstrate whether students will acquire the desired educa- 
tional outcomes. 

This report contains recommendations that provide for 
formal evaluation of educational materials (ch. 2) and 
periodic review during their development by users and others 
(ch. 3). The Foundation has agreed to these recommendations 
so that, notwithstanding the limitations of the board’s pol- 
icy statement, the Foundation’s planned evaluation practices 
should help provide emphasis on evaluation. However, it will 
take time for this emphasis to develop through experience. 
Therefore, misunderstandings of the evaluation policy by the 
Congress, prospective grantees, users, and other interested 
parties outside the Foundation might occur because the Founda- 
tion’s planned evaluation practices are not explicitly pro- 
vided for in the National Science Board’s policy statement. 
The Foundation should issue an explicit policy statement as 
we suggested. 

The board’s policy statement, although receiving some 
internal and external distribution, was not communicated 
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through the Foundation's established means of informing the 
educational and scientific communities of important policy 
changes. This means involves issuing an "Important Notice 
to Presidents of Universities and Colleges and Heads of other 
NSF Grantee Organizations." If the Foundation issues a new 
policy statement, as we suggested, it should be distributed 
to the educational and scientific communities through the 
notice of important policy changes. 

The Foundation agreed with our recommendation that it 
should develop criteria for evaluating educational materials. 
It commented that the criteria would recognize that specific 
evaluation plans will vary, depending on variables, such as a 
project's type, cost, and purpose. Such variables should be 
considered. Also * the Foundation agreed that requirements for 
evaluation plans would be included in program announcements 
and that evaluation plans, as well as line item budgets show- 
ing evaluation costs, would be required. 

We also recommended that the requirements for evaluation 
plans provide for stating materials' objectives in measurable 
terms. The Foundation did not specifically comment on stating 
materials' objectives in measurable terms, but stated that it 
intends to assure that materials' purposes are clear and ex- 
plicit and that project objectives are more narrowly and pre- 
cisely stated. This response leaves uncertain the emphasis 
that the Foundation will place on requiring materials' objec- 
tives to be stated in measurable terms. 

Stating objectives of educational materials in measurable 
terms provides criteria for determining whether the desired 
educational objectives have been achieved. The Foundation's 
intention to insure that materials purposes are clear and ex- 
plicit could result in little change to the current situation. 
For example, the objectives for the 10 projects we reviewed 
were clear in that educational materials and/or approaches 
were to be developed. However, as discussed in this chapter 
the materials' expected achievements in terms of measurable 
student accomplishments were usually vague or nonexistent. 

Clear and explicit objectives are desirable for any 
Foundation-supported project, but the Foundation should also 
work toward having its grantees state the objectives of edu- 
cational materials in measurable terms. Further, it should 
document its records on a case-by-case basis to justify its 
rationale if it supports projects that do not have measurable 
objectives. 
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, 

The Foundation, in responding to our recommendation 
concerning evaluation reports for educational materials, 
placed a number of qualifiers on its intended actions; thus, 
its intended actions might not sufficiently correct the 
problems. 

We recommended that the Foundation require a formal 
evaluation report for all materials developed with its sup-- 
port. The Acting Assistant Director for Science Education 
said that detailed formal evaluation may not be cost- 
effective or appropriate for every project. We recognize 
that the extensiveness of evaluating education materials 
will vary among projects, and that evaluation costs, ma- 
terials' development cost, expected use, and other variables 
related to cost effectiveness should be considered. However, 
educational materials distributed for use in the Nation's 
school systems should be evaluated. Further, regardless of 
the extensiveness of evaluating the materials, a report should 
be prepared and made available to interested potential users. 
The potential user can judge the merits of the evaluation; 
however, a report is necessary to provide that opportunity. 

We also recommended that the Foundation review the evalu- 
ation report for accuracy and completeness. The Foundation 
stated that project evaluation efforts would be monitored and 
reports reviewed for clarity, consistency, and reproducibil- 
ity. However, it commented that statements by it that en- 
dorse or guarantee the evaluation report's validity are not 
desirable because of inherent uncertainty, given the state-of- 
the-art of evaluation. 

We do not expect the Foundation to formally certify the 
evaluation report. It should be satisfied that the evaluation 
plan meets its evaluation criteria, which is to be developed, 
and that the evaluation report is an accurate and complete 
presentation of the plan and test results. To make this de- 
termination, the Foundation must sufficiently involve itself 
in the evaluation planning and conduct so it will be thoroughly 
familiar with the evaluation design and test results. 

We recommended that the evaluation reports be available 
for interested users, through the distributor, as part of the 
materials package. The Foundation stated that requiring dis- 
tribution through commercial publishers was not desirable, as 
it would appear that the Foundation was promoting materials 
developed with its support. However, it plans to make the 
reports available through the Educational Resources Informa- 
tion Center and the National Technical Information Service. 
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The Foundation’s position that distributing the evaluation 
reports through commercial publishers would give the appear- 
ance of Foundation endorsement appears inconsistent with cur- 
rent Foundation practice: Foundation-supported educational 
materials are distributed through commercial publishers. It 
apparently does not consider this an endorsement of the ma- 
ter ials. Further , it is seemingly assuming that all evalua- 
tion reports will be favorable, which might not be so. 

Having the evaluation report available from the same 
source as the education materials is more convenient and 
timely for the user than having to inquire if evaluation 
reports are available and then go to additional sources to 
obtain them. The Foundation should, at least, experiment 
with requiring evaluation reports to be distributed as part 
of the materials package. 

As we recommended, the Foundation plans, as feasible, to 
improve the evaluation of science education materials in its 
ongoing projects supporting the development of science educa- 
tion materials, as well as future projects. 

We also recommended that if implementation support ac- 
tivities are resumed, including informational dissemination 
activities, that the Foundation review the adequacy of the 
evaluation designs and test results before considering ma- 
ter ials for implementation support. The Foundation responded 
that if funds become available for dissemination of informa- 
tion, the decision to disseminate will take into account 
evaluation reports, whether funded by the Foundation or not, 

We agree that the Foundation should consider the evalua- 
tion reports. Also, it should review the evaluation reports 
using the materials evaluation criteria which we recommended 
be developed. Sufficient information should be available for 
the Foundation to judge the adequacy of the evaluation design 
and the accuracy and completeness of the test results. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CONGRESS 

The Congress has expressed concern over the merit of 
educational materials developed and otherwise supported with 
the Foundation’s funds. Evaluation is the principal way to 
determine the education value of the materials. To aid the 
Congress in assessing the emphasis that the Foundation is 
placing on evaluation of educational materials, the Foundation 
could be required to include a line item showing the cost 
of these activities in its annual budget presentation to the 
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Congress. The Congress may also wish to consider specifying 
amounts available for evaluation activities in legislation 
that authorizes or appropriates funds for the Foundation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DISTRIBUTION EFFORTS SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED - - 

The National Science Foundation identifies science edu- 
cation needs through informal means, such as conferences, 
to obtain ideas from experts in the field. The Foundation 
generally supports developing educational materials through 
funding unsolicited proposals which are received in response 
to its announcements of educational needs. Once the mate- 
rials are developed the Foundation generally relies on com- 
mercial publishers to distribute them. 

Nearly all of the projects we reviewed had one or more 
marketing-related problems, such as (1) materials were too 
costly or too innovative when compared to traditional edu- 
cational materials or (2) the materials’ use was limited 
to certain grade levels resulting in the need to purchase 
other materials to have a complete curriculum. As a re- 
sult, many of the projects have had considerable difficulty 
obtaining a publisher for their materials. As of March 17, 
1976, four projects had obtained a commercial publisher; 
five projects were either distributing the materials with 
the aid of their college or university or seeking a com- 
mercial publisher; and the remaining project did not de- 
velop any specific materials for sale. 

The marketing-related problems and the lack of in- 
terest by commercial publishers to aid in widespread 
distribution could reduce the demand for the materials by 
schools. These problems may be eliminated or lessened if 
commercial publishers and users, such as teachers and school 
officials, are contacted by the Foundation when it considers 
supporting a proposal and during periodic review of a proj- 
ect’s progress. 

Until recently, the Foundation provided implementation 
funds for major curriculum and course materials. The im- 
plementation program may have helped to reduce the distri- 
bution problems associated with the Foundation-supported 
educational materials. However, beginning in fiscal year 
1976 the implementation program was not funded by the Con- 
gress, with the result that the materials must “stand on 
their own .‘I 

The Foundation currently has little basis to measure 
the impact of its supported educational materials in im- 
proving science education. The Foundation does not rou- 
tinely collect data on the distribution of its supported 
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educational materials or conduct followup studies to de- 
termine the impact of materials distributed to school 
systems. 

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION POLICIES 
AND PROCEDURES 

The Foundation strives to insure the continuing avail- 
ability of education materials developed with its support to 
those sections of the educational and scientific communities 
that find them useful. The Foundation normally relies on 
commercial publishers to publish and distribute them. 
Commercial publishers generally have the capacity to pro- 
vide for wide distribution for Foundation-supported prod- 
ucts. 

The Foundation's February 1969 document, "Policies for 
the Distribution of Publications and Other Materials De- 
veloped Under the Science Education Programs of the Na- 
tional Science Foundation," approved by the National Science 
Board, provides guidance for distributing education mate- 
rials developed with Foundation funds. This document, which 
evolved from past Foundation distribution practices, sets 
forth distribution policies designed to protect (1) the 
public interest by insuring that educational materials are 
available to all potential users and (2) private interest 
by requiring open competition for distribution rights to 
Foundation-supported materials and no interference with 
commercial distribution practices. The specific.distri- 
bution arrangements are proposed to the Foundation by its 
grantees and contractors and approved by the Foundation. 

PROBLEMS IN DISTRIBUTING 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 

The Foundation has no formal procedures for assessing 
educational needs. Its officials identify broad needs 
through informal means--such as conferences, meetings of 
the Advisory Committee for Science Education, ideas from 
experts in the field, internal expertise--and through pro- 
posals received and a variety of projects focused on prob- 
lem and needs assessment. The broad needs are made known to 
the education and scientific communities in a number of ways, 
including professional journal articles, books, project re- 
ports, and special announcements and program announcements 
by the Foundation. Examples of needs outlined in recent 
announcements are projects to develop models of outside- 
the-classroom instruction and projects for creating modules, 
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courses, curricula or instructional sequences in newly iden- 
tified science- or engineering-based problem areas. 

Unsolicited proposals are usually received by the Foun- 
dation in response to their announcements for developing 
educational materials. Formal studies showing the need or 
market demand for the proposed materials are generally not 
supported by the Foundation. The Foundation relies on its 
peer review process to verify (1) the need for the materials 
and (2) potential problems that may inhibit their acceptance 
and use. 

The reviewers selected by the Foundation to evaluate 
the proposal are usually scientists and educators competent 
in the scientific discipline covered in the proposal. Re- 
viewers of the 10 projects we examined were primarily college 
and university educators and researchers. The ultimate users 
of the precollege educational materials, such as teachers 
or school administrators, were rarely included as reviewers. 
For the higher educational materials developed, the college 
and university reviewers could be considered ultimate users. 
Publishers' comments were not requested for either the pre- 
college or higher education projects. 

We believe the expected users and distributors of the 
materials could provide valuable comments on the need and 
acceptability of the proposed materials to aid the Founda- 
tion in its decision whether to support the proposed mate- 
rials' development. A vice president of the Association of 
American Publishers A/ advised us during an interview that: 

"The industry is in a better position to relate 
to a proposed product's 'need' because of its 
continuing contacts with the educational prac- 
titioner and its knowledge of products already 
available on the market. In fact, the Founda- 
tion, as well as the other Federal agencies 
involved in educational product development, 
should explore the market needs at all user 
levels which include parents, students, teachers, 
school administrators--in addition to the pub- 
lishers.” 

L/The Association of American Publishers, according to the 
vice president, is a confederation of more than 260 member 
houses and is the major voice of the publishing industry 
in the United States. 
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For the projects we reviewed, grantees usually contacted 
publishers at least 3 years after the initial funding by the 
Foundation. Commercial publishers found a number of the 
projects "materials unattractive because of marketing-related 
problems --the materials were too costly or too innovative 
compared to traditional educational materials. 

Four of the projects-- instructional elementary science 
curriculum, life science technician training, studying the 
environment, and social studies elementary course--obtained 
a commercial publisher. However, the latter two projects 
had considerable difficulty. Three projects-- interdisciplinary 
high school science project, video tapes for teacher educa- 
tion, and elementary mathematics and science teaching project-- 
could not interest a commercial publisher and were distribut- 
ing the materials through the aid of their college or univer- 
sity. 

As of March 17, 1976, two other projects--instructional 
graduate physics materials and instructional elementary mathe- 
matics project-- had not obtained a commercial publisher. 
However, the former project according to the project direc- 
tor, was just completing its materials and attempting to 
obtain a commercial publisher. The latter project, about 
6 years after product development and several unsuccessful 
attempts to obtain a commercial publisher, was negotiating 
with a publisher to print and distribute its materials. 

The remaining project-- coordinated instructional physi- 
cal science and science teaching program--is a methods 
course with no specific materials for sale. The project 
staff held conferences for teachers to observe the new 
teaching approach and did not seek a commercial publisher. 

Examples of the marketing-related problems follow. 

Excessive materials' cost --------- 

The Association of American Publishers reported that the 
1970 and 1973 annual nationwide per student expenditure for 
all elementary school textbook and supportive material, such 
as films and slides, was $7.73 and $9.39, respectively. The 
per student expenditure was obtained by dividing nationwide 
sales for the materials by total public and private elemen- 
tary school enrollment. This data indicates the funds avail- 
able to the elementary schools for all textbook and suppor- 
tive material, of which science education materials would be 
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one discipline. Elementary science education materials de- 
veloped by three of the projects were costly even when com- 
pared to the nationwide per student annual expenditures for 
all elementary textbook and supportive material. 

Startup cost Annual replacement costs 
Project per student of expendable items 

description (note a) per student (note 2) 

Elementary mathematics 
and science teaching 
project c/$1.65 

Social studies elemen- 
b/$18.46 

tary course d/12.50 None 
Instructional elementary - 

science curriculum e/12.92 g3.04 

a/Assumes a class of 30 students without sharing materials. 

b/Based on a 1973 price list and includes teacher manuals, 
- student materials and kits, property blocks, minnebars, 

numberline slide rule, and printed aids. 

c/Kit refill materials (1973 price). 

c/Based on a 1974 price list and includes student booklets, 
library booklets, games, posters, photomurals, records, 
filmstrips, and teachers guides. Excludes the cost of film 
sets which are a vital part of the curriculum. The film 
sets may be purchased in super 8 mm for $1,750 or 16 mm 
for $2,350. A super 8 mm projector is offered for $428. 
Although these materials would be shared, they add con- 
siderable startup cost. 

e/Based on a 1970 price list and includes expanded process de- 
velopment lab, one set of teacher texts, hierarchy charts, 
and commentary for teachers. 

f/Lab materials (1970 price). 

A 1968 Commission on Science Education study provides 
another indicator of the high cost of education materials de- 
veloped by the Foundation's grantees. This study compared 
the cost of eight Foundation-supported science educational 
materials (which included two of the projects discussed 
above) to existing science education programs in four 
school systems at the elementary and junior high school 
levels. The results showed the Foundation-supported mate- 
rials were considerably more expensive. 
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Initial Annual 
Grade level Program cost cost ---- -- -- 

(per class of 30) 

Elementary Local $ 40 to $150 $10 to $ 25 
Foundation 180 to 420 75 to 150 

Junior high Local a/180 Not reported 
Foundation E/400 to 825 50 to 150 

a/Only one local school system reported the cost of intro- - 
ducing a science program in junior high. 

g/Materials may be used by more than 1 class of 30 students. 

The commission qualified the cost comparisons because 
at that time most of the Foundation-supported materials were, 
at least partially, in an experimental stage, which, in ac- 
cordance with Foundation requirements, would be sold at the 
cost of printing and mailing. The commission stated that the 
cost of the Foundation-supported materials to the school 
systems would rise when the final versions are available 
through commercial publishers. 

The commission concluded, however, that a rough esti- 
mate indicated that (1) to adopt a Foundation-supported 
elementary program would cost at least three times as much 
as a traditional program and (2) the estimated annual costs 
would be five or six times greater. The commission reached 
no conclusions concerning cost comparison of junior high 
materials because only one school system had reported the 
cost. of introducing a traditional program. 

Materials not self-contained 

The lack of self-containment--other materials had to 
be purchased to have a complete curriculum--was a major 
reason for the lack of commercial publishers' interest for 
two projects. 

For the interdisciplinary high school science project, 
the materials referred to and required use of portions of 
other copyrighted Foundation-supported science materials. 
To have a complete curriculum, a prospective user had to 
purchase or have available the other curriculum materials. 
According to a project official, this was a major reason 
why the materials failed to attract commercial publishers' 
interest. Thus, the materials were distributed by the 
project's university duplicating department. 
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The elementary mathematics and science teaching proj- 
ect also could not obtain a commercial publisher. A major 
reason was that a complete elementary level curriculum 
(generally considered kindergarten to sixth grade) was 
not developed. The project staff initially planned to de- 
velop a curriculum for the kindergarten through 9th grade 
but due to difficulties during development, including inter- 
nal leadership problems, only a kindergarten through 3rd 
grade curriculum was developed. As a result, beginning in 
4th grade, an elementary school using the curriculum would 
need to adopt another curriculum that would be compatible 
with the kindergarten to 3rd grade curriculum. 

All of the 20 publishers responding to the announce- 
ment that the elementary mathematics and science teaching 
materials were available for publication indicated no in- 
terest in publishing the materials. They cited such rea- 
sons as prior commitments and the curriculum was for only 
kindergarten through 3rd grade. As a result of being un- 
able to obtain a commercial publisher, the project staff 
contacted its own university press to ask its interest in 
marketing the curriculum. The university press performed 
its own marketing study by contacting various publishers 
and educators familiar with the project to obtain their 
views. According to the university press director, it 
was decided not to publish the materials because of various 
reasons, including (1) the high cost for the materials and 
equipment and (2) the curriculum terminating at grade 3. 
One publisher responding to the university press study 
commented : 

“Our reviewers felt that a complete program 
from kindergarten through Grade 6 would be 
essential to marketing any aspect of the pro- 
gram. The costs of completing this program 
were estimated well into six figures.” 

As a result of being unable to obtain a publisher, the proj- 
ect’s affiliated university printing and graphic arts de- 
partment printed the curriculum and the project staff dis- 
tr ibuted the materials. 

Materials too innovative -----T----------I----- 

Tne Foundation encourages developing innovative educa- 
tional materials to improve science education. However, for 
five of the projects the innovativeness was one reason pre- 
venting them from obtaining a commercial publisher or causing 
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difficulty in obtaining one. The materials were considered 
innovative for various reasons. For example, schools were 
not ready for a combined curriculum of mathematics and 
science or biology, physics and chemistry, which were tradi- 
tionally taught as separate curriculums. Two examples fol- 
low. 

The studying the environment project was able to ob- 
tain a commercial publisher; however, most publishers con- 
tacted did not express an interest. The project's purpose 
was to develop a curriculum for urban youth, primarily 
secondary grade levels, with the following objectives: 

--Create in students a greater awareness of the nature 
of environmental processes and resources as related 
to man. 

--Involve the student more directly in the observation, 
analysis, and interpretation of materials and phenomena 
in his immediate environment. 

--Provide the student with educational experiences that 
involve decisionmaking and critical thinking to enhance 
the student's self-image. 

The materials primarily consisted of environmental study 
assignment cards which proposed that students go into the en- 
vironment and observe or perform different tasks. The assign- 
ment cards generally consisted of a title (such as community, 
evolution, communication, astrology) and actions to be per- 
formed. Following are a few examples of the environmental 
assignment cards produced. 

"ASTROLOGY Activity Card 

the action: Make a random pattern of dots on a 
sheet of paper or find one on a sidewalk, wall, 
ceiling... Find 'constellations' within the 
pattern. Classify people and other things using 
your new 'zodiac'. 

more: . Compare your new zodiac with the astro- 
logical zodiac. 

. Use the stars as your random pattern. 
Find Today's mythological characters in 
the sky. Create a modern zodiac. * * *'I 
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"COMMUNITY ACTIVITY CARD 

the action: Paint a mask on your face! Try wearing 
it for a whole day. 

more: . Figure out how your mask affected your 
community. 

. Figure out how your community in turn 
affected you. * * Jr" 

"COMMUNICATE Activity Card 

the action: Go outside and find something you think 
is a public eyesore. Start a campaign to do some- 
thing about it...and then do it. 

more: . Identify differences between public eye- 
sores and private eyesores. 

. Contact political and civil groups for 
assistance with major projects. 

. Record your results. 

. Publish your record. * * *'I 

In the summer of 1973 the project attempted to determine 
publisher interest by writing to about 100 commercial pub- 
lishers. Two publishers expressed initial interest to bid 
on the materials. However, one publisher later declined to 
bid because of its lack of a nationwide marketing capability. 
The other publisher was selected in about June 1974 to pub- 
lish the materials. The reasons why most publishers did not 
bid on the materials was not documented in the correspondence 
between the publishers and the project staff; however, the 
project director believed the main reason for publisher dis- 
interest was that the materials were too innovative. The pub- 
lisher selected was distributing the materials through its 
"innovative" division. 

According to a project official, the instructional 
elementary mathematics project was having considerable dif- 
ficulty obtaining a commercial publisher because publishers 
felt the market for teacher training materials was limited. 
He also stated the innovative form of the materials was a 
problem-- subject matter was not designed for a specific 
grade and it introduced novel ways of doing mathematics. 
During the period October 1968 through December 1974, the 
project staff contacted 136 publishers and film distributors; 
however, only 4 proposals were received. Three of these 
proposals were rejected by the project staff because one 
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publisher was only interested in distributing part of the 
project materials and two publishers did not have the finan- 
cial capability. As of March 17, 1976, the project staff was 
still negotiating with the fourth publisher--about 6 years 
after the materials were developed. 

Problems with copyright and 
participant releases --- 

The interdisciplinary high school science project and 
video tapes for the teacher education project could not obtain 
a commercial publisher for various reasons. According to 
project officials these reasons included not obtaining for- 
mal releases for copyrighted materials used as part of the 
high school science project materials and not obtaining 
written releases from all students and teachers who were 
filmed during development of the video tape materials. 
An example follows. 

The video tapes for the teacher education project involved 
the preparation of video tapes of unrehearsed classroom 
activities for teacher education courses. The video tapes 
were to show classroom reactions to the different teaching 
techniques of preservice and inservice teachers. Although 
the tapes were to be of other Foundation-supported curri- 
culum projects, formal releases for permission to tape 
classroom activities usually were not obtained from the 
project directors. Also, the project staff did not always 
obtain formal releases from students and teachers who were 
video taped. The student and teacher releases that were 
obtained were on the basis that the tapes would be used 
only for educational purposes and distributed on a nonprofit 
basis. 

According to the project director, contact was made 
with two or three publishers in the early days of the proj- 
ect but the publishers were uninterested, because of poten- 
tial copyright problems such as the tapes could be easily 
duplicated. The project director also believed that com- 
mercial publishers would be reluctant to publish the mate- 
rials due to potential legal problems arising from not 
having obtained formal releases from project directors, 
students, and teachers. As a result, the video tapes were 
distributed by the project staff. 

Implementation funding - 

As shown in appendix I, the Foundation provided over 
$9 million for implementing materials developed for six of 
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the precollege level projects we reviewed. The Foundation"s 
philosophy regarding implementation was that in addition to 
developing materials, awareness and training activities were 
necessary to stimulate adoption of the materials. As stated 
on page 18, the Congress has terminated funding for implemen- 
tation activities. tie do not know the extent that this 
funding helped to overcome the types of distribution problems 
previously discussed. It is possible, however, that without 
funds for implementation, distribution problems will become 
more formidable barriers for schools in adopting the mate- 
rials. 

IMPACT OF FOUNDATION-SUPPORTED 
EDUCATIONMATERIALS 

The Foundation 

--does not have a system to assess the impact of the edu- 
cation materials it supports, 

--does not routinely collect data on the extent to which 
schools adopt the materials developed with its support, 
and 

--generally has not supported followup studies once mate- 
rials are distributed to determine the extent to which 
schools adopt the materials and the long term impact 
of the materials on students. 

In March 1975, using a 1968-69 Office of Education nation- 
wide listing of elementary schools (which was the latest avail- 
able), we drew a random sample of schools and sent them a 
questionnaire to determine the maximum nationwide usage of the 
Foundation-supported materials developed by the mathematics 
and science teaching project (materials for kindergarten to 
grade 3), social studies course project (materials generally 
for grade 5), and the instructional science curriculum proj- 
ect (materials for kindergarten to grade 6). Each of these 
projects received considerable Foundation support for de- 
veloping and implementing the materials. 
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Project - 

Foundation funding 
Imple-7 

Total Development mentation -- 

(millions) 

Elementary mathe- 
matics and science 
teaching $5.7 $5.0 

Social studies ele- 
mentary course 7.1 4.8 

Instructional ele- 
mentary science 

. 

curriculum 7.2 2.3 

$ 97 

2.3 

4.9 

Based on our sample results, we are 95-percent confident that 
for the schools contained in the Office of Education's list- 
ing, the maximum number of elementary schools using the mate- 
rials nationwide did not exceed 3 percent for the mathematics 
and science teaching project, 5.4 percent for the social stu- 
dies course, and 7 percent for the instructional elementary 
science curriculum. A school using any part of the curriculum 
materials was counted. 

Considering the maximum usage rates, the percent of 
elementary schools estimated to be using the materials ap- 
pears small. However, usage data generally should not be 
used by itself to gage the success or failure of educational 
materials. 

Foll.owup studies needed to 
better assess materials'imcact 

Data on the number of schools adopting materials can 
provide some indication of their usage. However, we believe 
followup studies are necessary to provide more meaningful 
data on the materials use, such as the actual use of the 
materials (adoption of the entire curriculum versus using 
parts of the curriculum to supplement existing materials) 
and problems experienced in using the materials. The fol- 
lowing limited data on the use of the instructional elemen- 
tary science curriculum materials illustrates the need for 
followup studies. 

A 1968 evaluation report prepared by the project staff 
of the instructional elementary science curriculum materials 
showed the median instructional time necessary to complete 
the experimental version of the project's materials in the 
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1965-66 school year. It also showed the median number of 
exercises completed by three groups of students as cate- 
gorized by parent education and income levels. 

Median time 
nationwide 

spent teaching 
science 

(minutes per 
Grade week)(note 2) I_- 

K 44.5 

2’ 
55.7 
58.1 

3 73.7 
4 90.7 

6’ 
99.9 

109.9 

Median 
Number of number of 
exercises exercises 
per grade completed 
(note b) (note c) -_I- ---- 

A M D - - - 

24 20 18 15 
26 23 20 17 
26 20 17 17 
26 21 18 16 
27 19 16 12 
28 20 18 16 
27 18 15 11 

study of nationwide a/Taken from a 1965 Off ice of Education 
- science teaching practices for public elementary schools 

during the 1961-62 school year. This data was added by us 
to provide a general comparison and was not contained in 
the project evaluation report. 

Median instr uc- 
tional time 

(minutes per week) 
spent for the in- 

str uctional elemen- 
tary science curri- 

culum materials ----1- 

120 
130 
170 
185 
195 
220 
205 

b/Data is not homogeneous. Grade levels kindergarten to 3 
represent the third tryout year of the materials, grades 
4 and 5 represent the second tryout year, and grade 6 the 
first year of tryout. 

c/A group-median parent income of $20,000 and median parent -- 
education of 2 years of college. 
g group-median parent income of $3,500 and median parent 
education of 8 years. 
M group-median parent income and education between those 
of groups A and D. 

The testing results showed that, in many cases, exer- 
cises at a grade level were not being completed. The grantee 
decreased the number of exercises for kindergarten and grades 
2 through 6 because of this problem. Consequently these 
grade levels had two to five fewer exercises in the published 
edition of the materials. This reduced the total number of 
exercises from 184 to 162. The above table shows that the 
median instructional time for these exercises for each grade 
level in the 1965-66 school year was about twice that of 
schools as reported by the Office of Education's 1965 study. 
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In 1970 the Eastern Regional Institute for Education 
published a study on evaluating the results of using the 
instructional science curriculum materials for 2 years in 21 
pilot schools in New York and Pennsylvania. The pilot schools 
used the commercial version of the materials for kindergarten 
through 4th grade during school years 1967-68 and 1968-69. 
However, the 4th grade materials were studied only during 
the 1968-69 school year since this is when the commercial 
version became available. 

Mean Time Spent Teaching Science ----------------------- 

(minutes per week) 

Grade Before materials After second Percentage 
level installation installation year increase --me- _---------_- --------e--m ------ 

K 66 85 29 
1 81 90 11 
2 86 108 26 
3 a/ 110 
4 s/ 137 

a/The time was not reported in the study. 

Mean number of 
Grade exercises taught per year 
level Total number of 33iGi-~~~?~~~ch~i~y~~T 

(note a) exercises per grade 1967-68 1968-69 ----- --------m-------e ------ ----- 

K 22 16.0 18.6 
1 26 14.8 18.8 
2 23 11.3 14.8 
3 22 10.1 12.9 

a/We excluded the test results for grade 4 because the com- 
mercial version was not available to the pilot schools 
until January 1969. 

The above data suggests that even with increases of 
between 11 and 29 percent in mean time spent teaching science, 
teachers could not complete all exercises for a grade level. 
The time spent teaching science in the pilot schools was above 
the national averages that were published in the 1965 Office 
of Education study. 

In 1971, according to an official of the project's pub- 
lishing company, the publisher made a survey of 7,000 teachers 
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using the materials because of indications that problems 
still existed. He stated that about 4,000 responses were 
received showing the materials were too extensive and re- 
quired too much time to teach within the period allowed 
for science. He also stated that the survey showed that 
none of the 4,000 respondents completed all the exercises 
for any grade level of the program. For each grade level 
there were 22 to 26 exercises; the range of completed 
exercises, according to teacher responses, was from 7 to 23. 

In 1974 the publisher offered a revised version of the 
materials for kindergarten through grade 6 which further 
reduced the number of total exercises from 162 to 105 be- 
cause of the instructional time problem. 

AGENCY ACTIONS RELATED 
TO DISTRIBUTION OF 
PRECOLLEGE MATERIALS -- 

In our report on the precollege social studies course, 
"Administration of the Science Education Project 'Man: A 
Course of Study' (MACOS)," we made several recommendations 
to the Foundation's Director for improving management of 
precollege education projects, which affect some of the 
distribution problems discussed in this report. 

We recommended that the Foundation experiment with 
using competitive devices, such as formal requests for 
proposals, to determine whether a competitive process is 
feasible and effective for developing education products, 
The Foundation's Director responded on January 12, 1976, 
that the Foundation believes formally competitive proce- 
dures can be used effectively in the curriculum area and 
intends to adopt them. 

We believe adopting formal competitive procedures for 
developing precollege curriculums will aid the Foundation 
in distributing materials because more attention will be 
devoted to identifying special needs of schools for science 
education materials. The Foundation has issued three 
requests for proposals for planning studies concerning needs 
assessment. A description of. the planned studies follows 
for which, as of March 30, 1976, contractors were being con- 
sidered. 

One study will survey materials’ usage in precollege 
education and will identify science curriculums being used in 
the classrooms and the classroom practices used in teaching 
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SC ience . Tne data will probably come from the educational 
community (such as teachers and administrators) and pub- 
lishers. A related study will provide for reviewing and 
evaluating literature concerning practices and procedures 
for teaching science at the precollege level and also identify 
and evaluate needs assessment efforts during 1955 through 
1975. 

A third study will include case studies of school 
practices for selecting and installing precollege science 
curriculums and teaching science including inservice teacher 
education efforts and the effects of science instruction 
on students. 

In our report on MACOS we recommended that the Founda- 
tion’s Director obtain the publishing industry’s views 
about any effect that the award determination and funding 
practices of the precollege instructional improvement im- 
plementation program might have on the supported educational 
materials and their publishers. Also, if necessary, the 
Director should experiment with program revisions to minimize 
any unfair advantage. The Director’s actions to implement 
this recommendation included reviewing the Foundation’s on- 
going precollege curriculum projects. The review was also 
undertaken in response to a congressional directive and 
concern expressed by the National Science Hoard that cur- 
riculum projects be carefully reviewed before deciding upon 
dissemination activities. 

On March 10, 1976, the Foundation announced the review’s 
results and stated that of the 19 projects included in the 
review, 8 were mostly completed and pending decisions related 
primarily to publishing arrangements; 5 would not be con- 
tinued because their benefits did not seem proportional to 
their costs; 3 would be continued but the projects’ time- 
frame would be slowed downed and the projects’ scope reduced; 
and 3 would be continued substantially as planned. 

The projects were evaluated by panelists chosen pri- 
marily from nominees by 40 organizations, which, according 
to the Foundation, included a broad range of professional 
and private groups, such as scientists, professional educa- 
tors, parents, students, and representatives of publishing 
firms. However, the publishing firms’ representatives re- 
viewed only 2 of the 19 projects--those that already had 
a publisher-- because of the Foundation’s concern for possible 
conflicts of interest. We believe the lack of publishers’ 
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reviews is a weakness, possibly serious, in the Foundation’s 
study because when the projects are completed the grantees 
will turn to the publishers to disseminate the materials. 

Responding to another recommendation in our report on 
MACOS, the Foundation’s Director stated that more systematic 
efforts would be made to include users on curriculum pro- 
posal review panels and in project evaluations. We be1 ieve 
that such action should be extended to higher education 
projects. Also, we believe that early contact with publish- 
ing firms’ representatives is necessary to obtain their 
opinions of the viability of the materials. Accordingly, 
such representatives should be considered when selecting 
reviewers of proposals and projects. 

Regarding early contact with the publishing industry, 
a vice president for the Association of American Publishers 
said that the publishing industry will review proposals 
for developing education mater ials. The official stated 
that developers usually contact publishers when a curri- 
culum is nearing completion, which is not the best time. 
Further , publishers can assist developers on such market- 
ing factors as product design and cost. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Foundation has taken steps to reassess the di- 
rection and worthiness of its precollege level science 
education activities, as shown by its review of ongoing 
projects, willingness to include users of education materials 
as reviewers of proposals and ongoing projects, and beginning 
studies directed toward education needs assessment. Similar 
reviews of ongoing projects and planning studies should be 
considered for higher education projects after study tech- 
niques now being applied have proven their value. Considera- 
tion should also be given to the future use of the study 
techniques, such as establishing a system for periodically 
formally assessing science education needs and periodically 
evaluating the educational materials being developed under 
projects funded to meet those needs. 

Foundation efforts to improve science education by sup- 
porting the development of new, innovative materials have not 
given adequate consideration to potential distribution prob- 
lems that might limit acceptance of the materials by school 
systems. The Foundation needs to give increased attention 
to specific education products being accepted which it sup- 
ports during development from the perspective of distribu- 
tors and users to reduce the likelihood that the materials 
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will "sit on the shelf." More formal education needs as- 
sessment should be made and materials users should be in- 
cluded in reviewing proposals and projects, However, both 
users and distributors need to be involved in the early 
stages of developing educational materials and their views 
obtained periodically during the materials' development 
to insure that the materials will meet the specific needs 
of users and that barriers to distributing and adopting 
the materials are adequately considered by the developer. 

The Foundation's study of its 19 ongoing curriculum 
projects included users as project reviewers but only 2 
projects were evaluated by representatives of the pub- 
lishing industry. All planned, completed, and to-be- 
continued projects should be reviewed by representatives 
of the publishing industry to minimize potential barriers 
to distribution. It should be recognized, however, that 
panelists' opinions are not a substitute for formal evalua- 
tion of the final education materials that demonstrate 
whether the students will acquire the desired educational 
outcomes. Accordingly, the Foundation should also assure 
itself that the formal evaluations of the final materials 
are sufficient to demonstrate that the students will achieve 
the desired educational outcomes. (See p. 10.) 

The Foundation needs to establish a system, possibly 
through questionnaires, to assess the impact of educational 
materials it supports. It does not routinely followup to 
collect data on the extent to which schools adopt the mate- 
rials developed with Foundation support. Followup studies 
should be performed to assess the materials actual effect 
(such as partial use versus adopting the full curriculum) 
and to determine problems schools have had in adopting the 
materials. Such studies could provide Foundation management 
with "lessons learned" for consideration in supporting future 
projects. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

rJe recommend that the Foundation's Director: 

--Develop distribution plan requirements for grantees 
and contractors requesting funds for developing edu- 
cational materials that will provide data as part 
of the proposal package to more specifically demon- 
strate the materials' need and marketability. This 
data would include identifying existing materials, 
their strengths and weaknesses, and how the proposed 
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materials will be an improvement; estimating the mate- 
rials' unit purchase price; and identifying the in- 
tended users and possible barriers to adoption of 
the materials. This data should be reconsidered as 
the project progresses and formal market surveys also 
considered for projects receiving large dollar sup- 
port. 

--Establish procedures for selecting reviewers to in- 
clude publishing representatives to review proposals 
for developing the education materials and prospec- 
tive users and publishing representatives to periodi- 
cally review the materials during development. The 
views of users and publishers should be obtained for 
all ongoing as well as future projects. 

--Develop a system to provide Foundation management 
with data to assess the impact of educational mate- 
rials it supports. 

--Determine the worthiness of the precollege education 
needs assessment upon its completion for possible 
application to the higher education activities to 
promote increased competition for awards and more 
specific determinations of educational needs. 

--Consider establishing a system for the periodic 
formal assessment of science education needs upon 
completing and evaluating the current planning 
studies for needs assessment. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION ----P----1--------v- 

The Foundation generally agreed with our recommendations 
and planned actions to implement them. 

Regarding distribution plan requirements for grantees 
and contractors submitting proposals to developing education 
materials, it agreed with our recommendation and stated that 
proposers will be expected to identify existing materials, 
their strengths and weaknesses, intended users, anticipated 
barriers, etc. The Foundation also stated that as an aid 
in evaluating proposals, it plans some assessments of educa- 
tional needs, which would include considerations of claims 
about gaps in the market and incremental contributions of 
new materials. 

The Foundation agreed with our recommendation concern- 
ing the value of obtaining the views of publishers on 
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proposals to develop education materials and to have the 
publishers and potential users periodically review the 
materials during development. It intends to obtain the 
views of users for ongoing and future projects. However, 
it commented that publisher participation potentially 
creates a conflict-of-interest problem concerning bidding 
and competition, but it will investigate ways to obtain 
publisher input. 

The Foundation's response to our recommendation con- 
cerning assessing the impact of educational materials it 
supports does not clearly comply with the intent of the 
recommendation. It commented that it agreed with the sub- 
stance of the recommendation as it related to monitoring 
the state of the science education system and referred 
to actions that were taken. However, this was not the in- 
tent of our recommendation, as monitoring the science educa- 
tion system largely concerns needs assessment activities. 
In this respect, the Foundation, in commenting on our re- 
port, entitled "Administration of the Science Education 
Project 'Man: A Course of Study' (MACOS)" agreed to the 
need for formal studies to determine science education 
needs. 

The recommendation in this report concerns the impact 
of specific education materials developed with Foundation 
support in improving science education. The Foundation 
commented that there were technical difficulties, such 
as discerning incremental impact, and practical problems, 
such as cost and difficulties in obtaining materials adop- 
tion data, in assessing the impact of education materials. 
However, it plans to work on improving techniques for the 
analysis of impact and will employ systematically those 
techniques that seem valid, reliable, and reasonably cost- 
effective. 

Regarding the potential problems cited by the Founda- 
tion in assessing the impact of education materials, we 
believe the Foundation was planning a more sophisticated 
impact analysis than we intended. It has spent consider- 
able funds to develop educational materials; however, it 
has no system to obtain data on the usefulness of the 
materials to the education community in improving science 
education. The Foundation should, as a minimum, periodi- 
cally obtain some systematic feedback from users of educa- 
tional materials which it has supported to obtain (1) the 
extensiveness of use, (2) the manner in which the materials 
are used-- complete curriculum adoption versus partial use, 
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and (3) problems experienced in using the materials. Such 
data seemingly can be obtained cost-effectively through 
the use of questionnaires and statistical sampling techniques, 
as was obtained for this report. (.See p. 38.) The data is 
needed to provide Foundation management with "lessons learned" 
for consideration in supporting future projects. The data 
will also be useful in identifying "problem" materials that 
should be considered for followup evaluations (see p. 17) to 
determine the effects of the materials on students after long 
term use by school systems; recognizing, of course, that 
followup evaluations should not be limited to known problem 
materials. 

The Foundation agreed with our recommendations to con- 
sider the worthiness of precollege needs assessment acti- 
vities upon their completion for (1) possible application 
to the Foundation's higher education activities and (2) 
establishing a system for the periodic formal assessment 
of science education needs. It commented that systems 
of higher education are highly differentiated, and that 
it will, therefore, also consider additional needs assess- 
ment approaches than used for precollege. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CONGRESS 

The Congress discontinued funding the Foundation's science 
education material implementation program for several reasons, 
including the belief that education materials should be com- 
petitive without Federal support. However, the Foundation 
might identify a need for new education materials for school 
systems that would not be attractive for distribution by 
commercial publishers for various reasons, such as being too 
innovative. Without implementation funding, the developer 
must bear the burden of distributing such materials and 
the opportunities for exposing school systems to the mate- 
rials might be greatly reduced. The Congress may wish to 
advise the Foundation (1) whether it should support the 
development of science education materials for which the 
need has been demonstrated but the materials might not be 
attractive to commercial publishers and (2) what distribu- 
tion steps it should take. 
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CHAPTER 4 -----_ 

NEED FOR MORE ACTIVE AND SYSTEMATIC - --- 

PROJECT MONITORING _------- 

In our report on the social studies elementary course 
project (MACOS) we cited a number of improvements needed 
in administering science education projects, such as ade- 
quately documenting publisher selection and reviewing subcon- 
tracts awarded by the grantee in carrying out the project. 
The National Science Foundation's Director agreed to implement 
our recommendations for correcting the administrative problems. 
In completing our review of the other nine projects we found 
administrative weaknesses similar to those in the MACOS proj- 
ect and additional project administration problems, including 
untimely or ineffective action to correct project problems. 

We believe that the projects' administration problems 
resulted from the lack of an active and systematic project 
monitoring scheme. The Foundation's philosophy toward project 
monitoring has generally been a "hands off" approach to allow 
grantees maximum freedom in carrying out a project. Monitor- 
ing an individual project has generally been at the Founda- 
tion's program manager discretion with no formal guidelines 
to aid him in using monitoring techniques. The Foundation 
was previously advised in 1975 by its science curriculum re- 
view team L/ of the need for more systematic monitoring of 
science education projects. As of April 21, 1976, no action 
had been taken to provide for systematic monitoring by program 
managers. 

FOUNDATION'S PHILOSOPHY 
TOWARDS PROJECT MONITORING 

According to the Foundation's science curriculum review 
team, the Foundation's policy on overseeing and evaluating 
curriculum content for the last 10 years has been that devel- 
opers of Foundation-supported materials be given the fullest 
freedom to develop their materials and that their professional 
judgment should not be unduly influenced by the Foundation. 
This philosophy has been coupled with a lack of a formal proj- 
ect monitoring system and has resulted generally in a hands 
off approach to project oversight. 

A/Formed in March-April 1975, by the Foundation's Director to 
make a detailed study of the Foundation's precollege science 
curriculum activities. Its report was issued in May 1975. 
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The Foundation’s program managers are responsible for 
monitoring the progress of individual projects. However I 
there are no formal monitoring guidelines provided to the pro- 
gram managers. As a result, the type of monitoring is deter- 
mined generally by the program managers and the degree of 
monitoring varies greatly by project. Monitoring mechanisms 
generally used by the program managers include grantee 
progress reports, telephone contacts, site visits, and ad- 
visory committees. 

PROJECT MONITORING PROBLEMS 
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED 

Our October 14, 1975, report on MACOS contained a number 
of recommendations to the Foundation’s Director, which he 
agreed with, for improving project monitoring e 

Our recommendations were: 

--Documentation was needed in project files for (1) 
evaluation and disposition of peer review comments, 
(2) reasons for support or nonsupport of implementa- 
tion proposals, and (3) reasons for selecting a pub- 
lisher to distribute science education materials. 

--Publisher interest in marketing educational materials 
should be redetermined when conditions which would 
affect that interest change. 

--All contracts and subcontracts for marketing educa- 
tional materials should be reviewed and approved, 

--Controls should be established to insure that the 
Foundation’s acknowledgment of support and disclaimer 
statement is included on all published science edu- 
cation materials developed with its support. 

The Foundation’s Director responded to our recommenda- 
tions and stated that the recently established science edu- 
cation directorate’s Action Review Board l/ would insure ade- 
quate documentation for each of the areas-we had identified 

L/In September 1975 the board was established within the 
education directorate to supplement its program officials’ 
review of proposed grants and contracts. The board in- 
cludes officials of the education directorate and adminis- 
trative and technical representatives from other Foundation 
offices, such as the Office of the General Counsel and the 
Grants and Contracts Office. 
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in the first recommendation. For the other three recommen- 
dations, the Foundation issued an instruction on January 13, 
1976, which established guidelines, procedures, and respon- 
sibilities for the development, submission, review, and ap- 
proval of publication plans, publication and distribution 
contracts, and other agreements relating to Foundation- 
supported curriculum materials. We believe the Foundation's 
actions to implement our 
although experience will 
ness. 

recommendations are constructive, 
be necessary to test their effective- 

SYSTEMATIC ACTION NEEDED TO ADEQUATELY 
IMPROVE PROJECT MONITORING - 

In reviewing the Foundation's monitoring of the other 
nine projects, some examples of administrative weaknesses 
similar to those we found in reviewing the administration of 
MACOS were found. For example, in one case the Foundation did 
not receive adequate documentation to support the grantee's 
selection of a publisher to distribute the educational ma- 
terials developed with the Foundation's support. Also, re- 
garding publications arrangements, the grantees for two 
projects had distributed their educational materials through 
a publisher before the Foundation had approved their pub- 
lisher's proposed contract. We also noted a number of prob- 
lems for which the Foundation's action to remedy the situa- 
tion was either untimely or ineffective. Three examples 
follow. 

Example one 

The elementary mathematics and science teaching project 
had substantial problems over an extended period trying to 
meet its objectives. The original grant request proposed 
(1) to develop a curriculum for kindergarten through 9th 
grade, (2) a development timeframe of 4 years and 7 months, 
and (3) funding of about $1.7 million. However, the project 
took almost twice as long to complete, costs were almost 
three times greater, and materials were produced for six grade 
levels less than proposed. 

The following table illustrates the funding history and 
time frame of the project. 
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Curriculum for 
grades 

K-9 
K-6 
K-3 

Total 

Foundation 
support 

(product development 
ccst only) I_-- 

$2,800,990 
1,689,OOO 

548,500 - 

$5,038,490 

Time period covered 
by awards 

7/62 thru 6/66 
7/66 thru 9/68 

12/68 thru 9/70 

According to the Foundation’s program manager, the funds 
provided during December 1968 through September 1970 were for 
completing only the kindergarten through grade 3 materials 
because of the project’s continual slippage of final com- 
pletion dates and the deterioration of its leadership. These 
problems were cited in various Foundation site visit reports 
beginning in March 1966. We believe the Foundation should 
have thoroughly explored the viability of an imcomplete cur- 
riculum from the users’ and distributors’ perspective when 
considering to provide an additional $548,500 to complete the 
kindergarten through grade 3 materials. As discussed in 
chapter 3, the project could not obtain a commercial publisher 
for several reasons, one being that the curriculum was not com- 
plete at the elementary level (did not extend from kinder- 
garten through 6th grade). 

Example two 

The instruction graduate physics materials project ex- 
perienced considerable delays in meeting the grant objec- 
tives-- namely developing a comprehensive set of composite 
instructional materials dealing with the physics of wood 
and fiber components. In June 1970 the Foundation awarded 
$72,555 to support this project for a 3-year period ending 
on July 31, 1973. In both 1973 and 1974 the project director 
requested l-year, no-cost extensions of the grant. In each 
request the project director said that delays occurred be- 
cause administrative responsibilities absorbed a larger than 
expected portion of his time and precluded his placing the 
originally envisioned amount of effort. The Foundation ap- 
proved extensions totaling 25 months through August 1975. 
However , in May 1974 the Foundation awarded $457,800 for a 
3-year project which had as its project director the same in- 
dividual who was project director on the graduate physics 
project. We question whether the May 1974 grant should have 
been awarded when the project director had insufficient 
time to complete the project he was working on at that time. 
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The science education directorate’s Action Review Board will 
provide some assistance by overseeing the grant award process. 
However, a systematic monitoring scheme that provides for 
routine oversight is needed to correct the project adminis- 
tration weaknesses. Such a monitoring system must function 
primarily through the program managers at the Foundation who 
have the day-to-day responsibility for overseeing the projects. 
However, the Action Review Board could provide valuable over- 
sight of the program managers’ project monitoring activities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Foundation’s Director: 

--Issue a policy statement regarding the Foundation’s 
role in monitoring ongoing projects that continues to 
provide freedom of thought by researchers in conducting 
their projects but also provides more active involve- 
ment by Foundation officials as the project is carried 
out, especially when problems are identified. 

--Establish guidelines to provide more active, sys- 
tematic monitoring of projects by defining the 
various monitoring techniques to be used, their 
frequency of use, and the expected documentation of 
monitoring activities to be placed in the files. 

--Establish monitoring guidelines that consider mini- 
mum progress report requirements which include: 

1. An expected frequency for grantees to submit 
reports. 

2. A standardized report format that considers 
reporting progress by previously established 
project milestones, which should include tar- 
gets for various stages of material develop- 
ment, evaluation, and dissemination. 

3. A provision for the program manager to evaluate 
project progress and document agreements reached 
with grantees to resolve problem areas. 

4. Circulation of progress reports to higher levels 
of management within the science education direc- 
torate to insure timely and effective action to 
correct problems. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -- 

The Foundation agreed with the substance of our recom- 
mendations that policies and guidelines should be established 
to provide for more active and systematic monitoring, and 
stated that they would be formalized in appropriate circulars. 
Our recommendations contained a number of suggested management 
controls to be considered in establishing an active and sys- 
tematic monitoring system which the Foundation's response did 
not specifically address. The specific controls to be estab- 
lished can be viewed as management's prerogative. However, 
the controls suggested should be considered by the Foundation 
because they would highlight project problems in a timely man- 
ner for management's consideration and provide checks to in- 
sure effective corrective action. Controls of this nature are 
needed to correct the project problems identified. 

The Foundation commented that recently improved review 
procedures are intended to assure that "crucial preconditions" 
for good project monitoring are met, including a clear project 
plan p a statement of award conditions and Foundation expecta- 
tions, and a schedule of substantive performance milestones. 
These planning considerations should be checked for during the 
proposal review process. However, an active and systematic 
monitoring system is needed to insure that projects are car- 
ried out as planned and that problems are identified and cor- 
rected in a timely and effective manner. Further, the new 
proposal review process and Action Review Board should help 
to improve project monitoring, but they are not sufficient in 
themselves. As stated on pages 54 and 55, the Action Review 
Board can assist by overseeing the grant award process. How- 
ever, to be effective, a monitoring system must function pri- 
marily through the Foundation's program managers who have daily 
responsibility for overseeing the project, which is provided 
for in the suggested controls. 

The Foundation commented that proper project monitoring 
raises issues, such as the proper allocation of authority 
and responsibility for making major project changes. It plans 
to study the advantages, disadvantages, and requirements of 
operating in the assistance, solicitation, and procurement 
modes. The mode of funding should not act as a barrier to 
good project monitoring. Whether the Foundation funds the 
development of educational materials through grants or con- 
tracts, it has the responsibility and the authority to make 
changes and terminate projects that are not performing in ac- 
cordance with agreed-upon work. 
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The science education directorate’s Action Review Board will 
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However, the Action Review Board could provide valuable over- 
sight of the program managers’ project monitoring activities. 
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mum progress report requirements which include: 

1. An expected frequency for grantees to submit 
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project milestones, which should include tar- 
gets for various stages of material develop- 
ment, evaluation, and dissemination. 

3. A provision for the program manager to evaluate 
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with grantees to resolve problem areas. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -- 

The Foundation agreed with the substance of our recom- 
mendations that policies and guidelines should be established 
to provide for more active and systematic monitoring, and 
stated that they would be formalized in appropriate circulars, 
Our recommendations contained a number of suggested management 
controls to be considered in establishing an active and sys- 
tematic monitoring system which the Foundation’s response did 
not specifically address. The specific controls to be estab- 
lished can be viewed as management’s prerogative. However, 
the controls suggested should be considered by the Foundation 
because they would highlight project problems in a timely man- 
ner for management’s consideration and provide checks to in- 
sure effective corrective action. Controls of this nature are 
needed to correct the project problems identified. 

The Foundation commented that recently improved review 
procedures are intended to assure that “crucial preconditions” 
for good project monitoring are met, including a clear project 
plan, a statement of award conditions and Foundation expecta- 
tions, and a schedule of substantive performance milestones. 
These planning considerations should be checked for during the 
proposal review process. However, an active and systematic 
monitoring system is needed to insure that projects are car- 
ried out as planned and that problems are identified and cor- 
rected in a timely and effective manner, Further, the new 
proposal review process and Action Review Board should help 
to improve project monitoring, but they are not sufficient in 
themselves. As stated on pages 54 and 55, the Action Review 
Board can assist by overseeing the grant award process. How- 
ever, to be effective, a monitoring system must function pri- 
marily through the Foundation’s program managers who have daily 
responsibility for overseeing the project, which is provided 
for in the suggested controls. 

The Foundation commented that proper project monitoring 
raises issues, such as the proper allocation of authority 
and responsibility for making major project changes. It plans 
to study the advantages, disadvantages, and requirements of 
operating in the assistance, solicitation, and procurement 
modes. The mode of funding should not act as a barrier to 
good project monitoring . Whether the Foundation funds the 
development of educational materials through grants or con- 
tracts, it has the responsibility and the authority to make 
changes and terminate projects that are not performing in ac- 
cordance with agreed-upon work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SCOPE OF REVIEW - 

Our review was primarily concerned with evaluating the 
National Science Foundation's policies and procedures for 
(1) evaluating and distributing the educational materials 
that are developed through its science education projects 
and (2) monitoring these projects. We reviewed the Founda- 
tion's application of the policies and procedures to 10 of 
its science education projects. (See app. I.] 

In conducting the review, we: 

--Ascertained the statutory authority and functional 
responsibility of the Foundation for science educa- 
tion activities. 

--Examined the project records for the 10 science educa- 
tion projects. 

--Interviewed officials of the Foundation, the projects, 
publishing firms, the Association of American Pub- 
lishers, teachers and school officials who used ma- 
terials developed by some of the projects, and per- 
sonnel who formally evaluated the materials developed. 

--Determined the processes for obtaining a distributor 
and distribution mechanisms used by the project staffs. 

--Developed and submitted a questionnaire to a represen- 
tative randomly selected number of elementary schools 
throughout the Nation to determine the maximum number 
of schools using materials developed through three 
elementary level projects we reviewed. 

Our review was conducted at the Foundation in Washing- 
ton, D.C., and at project offices for the 10 projects re- 
viewed which were located in five States and the District of 
Columbia. 

The scope of review for 1 of the 10 projects--the social 
studies elementary course --was expanded at the request of the 
Chairman, House Science and Technology Committee, to consider 
(1) royalty arrangements and administering royalty income and 
(2) relationships between the Foundation and the materials' 
developer and publisher. The results of this effort were in- 
cluded in our October 14, 1975, report to the Chairman on the 
social studies course titled "Administration of the Science 
Education Project 'Man: A Course of Study' (MACOS)" 
(MWD-76-26). 
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'APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

LISTING OF FOUNDATION-SUPPORTED 

SCIENCE EDUCATION PROJECTS FOR WAICR 

EVRLUATIOY, DISTRIBUTION, AND MONITORING 

ACTIVITIES WERE CONSIDERED 

Foundation funding as of June 30, 1975 
Development Implementation 

General types of Fiscal Fisd 
materials produced Amount yearD yeacs 

(thousands) 

Amount 

(thousands) 

Genecal pro)ect 
description Total 

1962-75 $4.938.0 1966-75 $7,285.3 

1963-74 2.314.0 1967-75 7,171.0 

1963-73 746.0 1967-75 5,704.s 

1970-7s 846.0 

120.0 

1971-75 

1974-75 

1,771.4 

1,525.2 1965-70 11645.2 

Project title 

Precollege projects: 
Instructional ele- 

mentary science 
curriculum 

Development 0s an instruc- Instructional booklets 52,341.l 
tional. intesrated. and for teachers with ac- 
sequential =sience.program 
of the processes of 
science for kindergarten 
through 6th grade covering 
various fields of science 
and mathematics. 

companying kits of ma- 
terials for "se by 
teachers and students, 
a self-studv manual to 
assist teachers, leaen- 
ing hierarchy charts, 
and a guide for in- 
structing teachers 
preparing to teach the 
curriculum. 

Films, filmstrips, 4.857.0 
slides, booklets, 
records, educational 
games, Eskimo cards, 
maps and posters, and 
a teacher's wide in- 
valving books contain- 
ing such things as 
background information 
and suggested lesson 
plans. 

Social studies 
elementary 
C0"lZ.W 

Development of a social 
studies course (generally 
for grade 5) to explore 
the roots of human social 
behavior. The course uses 
studies of selected animal 
groups and the Netsilik 
Eskimos-a simple human 
society. 

Elementary mathe- 
matics and 
science teaching 
project 

Development of a coordi- 
nated curriculum in mathe- 
matics and science for 
kindergarten through 
3rd grade. The course em- 
phasizes the interrele- 
tionship between mathe- 
matics and science with 
sequential "nits that co- 
ordinate the teaching of 
mathematics with the 
teaching of science. 

Coordinated instruc- 
tional units, kits of 

5,038.S 

materials for each of 
the "nits, teacher and 
student manuals, 
printed aids for stu- 
dents, teacher hand- 
book, text which pro- 
vides a new approach 
to "ndecgraduate mathe- 
matics instruction, 
resource book of mate- 
rials in science and 
mathematics history, 
and booklets explain- 
ing and discussing the 
CUKCiCUlUm. 

Packets of environ- 
mental study assign- 
ment cards which in- 
struct students to go 
out into the environ- 
ment and observe or 
perform different 
tasks, teacher book- 
lets, and descriptive 
beoklets on speoific 
subject areas. 

Studying the en- 
vironment 

Development of supplemen- 
tary materials for kinder- 
garten to college level to 
help create a classroom 
environment where students 
and theit teachers can de- 
velop a good relationship 
that helps them to use 
curriculum materials more 
effectively. Students are 
given assignments to go 
out into the environment, 
such a8 the school, "eigh- 
borhood, and home and ex- 
plore some element of that 
environment. 

323.4 

Development of inservice 
materials and activities 
specifically designed for 
"se by local school sys- 
tems in upgrading the 
understanding of content 
and the teaching of mathe- 
matics by groups of ele- 
mentary school teachers. 
The materials may also be 
used in preservice train- 
ing of teachers. 

Instr"ctional e1e- 
mentary mathe- 
matics project 

Written lessons for 
study by teachers, 
discussion notes and 
guides for correcting 
the written lesson, 
films showing the 
teaching of mathema- 
tics bv a varietv of 
teacheis. supplemen- 
tary materials provid- 
ing mathematical sug- 
gestions for the class- 
room, general informa- 
tion about the course, 
and 24-hour telephone 
service for advice, 
consultation for 
Course leaders, and 
consultant service to 
set up the course. 
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project title 

Precollege pro1ects 
(continued): 

Video tapes for 
teacher educa- 
tion 

Interdisciplinary 
high school 
science project 

Gigher education 
projects: 

Life science tech- 
nician training 

Coordinated in- 
structional 
physical science 
and science 
teaching program 

Instructional 
graduate physics 
materipls 

Total Pounda- 
tion funding 

l APPENDIX I 

;enera1 ?roJect 
oe_scriptlon 

Preparation of video tapes 
of unrehearsed classroom 
actlvlties for use in pre- 
secv~ce and inservice 
teacher education co”rses. 
The subject fields include 
science, mathematics, and 
social sciences and were 
drawn from all grade 
levels and many different 
types of schools and com- 
munitles. 

Dev-l-XTxe”t Of a 3-year 
Integrated science course 
as _., alternative to tra- 
ditlonal high school bio- 
19Yr chemistry, and phys- 
ics courses. The course 
begins with a cross- 
disciolinarv view of the 
three’scien>es, develops 
into the formulation of 
general principles, and 
culminates with the appli- 
catlo” of those principles 
to more involved problems. 

Development of teaching 
modules--self contained 
instructional units--for 
the education and training 
of life science techni- 
cians. Each module is de- 
signed to teach students 
a” individual life science 
technician skill. 

Development of a course in 
physics to prepare elemen- 
tary teachers with the 
subject matter content and 
teaching procedures devel- 
oped for modern elementary 
science c”rricul”ns. me 
course is designed for 
both pre- and insetvice 
elementary teachers. 

Development of a compre- 
hensive set of composite 
instructional materials 
for graduate students 
dealing with the physics 
of wood and fiber compo- 
nents. 

foundation funding .I of Juna 30, 1975 
Developsent ~mpl~~rntation 

General types of risers rird 
materials produced Amount w __ Amount x+J 

(thousands 1 (thourands) 

Over 300 video tapes. 5 536.2 1968-73 $ - - S 536.2 

Teacher and student 
aides with laboca- 
iory materials, 
achievement tests for 
testing purposes, 
listing of behavorial 
objectives, and a pro- 
gram overview. 

Modules consisting of 
a filmstrip or set Of 
slides. a compact 
audio cassette, a Stu- 
dent guide, and a 
storage unit. 

Uethods course with no 
specific materials for 
sale. Teachers and 
prospective teachers 
attend conferences to 
observe and partici- 
pate in the new teach- 
ing approach. 

Textbook consisting of 
problem Sets and 
laboratory exercises. 

198.0 

1.344.4 

320.3 

72.6 

$17.162.9 $9,029.1 $26.192.0 

1967-72 63.1 

1971-75 - 

1970-75 

1970-75 - 

Total 

1968-69 261.1 

1.344.4 

320.3 

72.6 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550 

OFFICE OF THE August 19, 1976 

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart 
Director, Human Resources Division 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Ahart: 

Enclosed are the NSF responses to the GAO recommendations 
contained in the draft report entitled "National Science 
Foundation-Supported Science Education Materials: Problems 
in Evaluation, Distribution and Monitoring." The NSF staff 
have already held productive discussions with GAO staff on 
improving the clarity of the report. 

I believe that the NSF responses are oriented toward the 
spirit of the GAO recomndations. The responses build 
from our new policies on the development of pre-college 
educational materials as laid out in our budget testimony. 

Sincerely yours, 

2. c- . i QiAwSe~,b \ 

Enclosure 

Richard C. Atkinson 
Acting Director 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSES 
TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE GAO DRAFT REPORT - 

"NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION-SUPPORTED SCIENCE EDUCATION MATERIALS: 
PROBLEMS IN EVALUATION, DISTRIBUTION AND MONITORING" 

The specific recommendations and the Foundation's position on .each are 
grouped under ttie headings: A. Evaluation; B. Distribution; and 
C. Monitoring. The GAO recommendations are stated first and then 
the Foundation response. 

A. Evaluation 

"We recommend that the Director of the Foundation: 

1. --Issue a policy statement which will commit the 
Foundation to the administrative and financial 
support of the evaluation of educational materials 
and which will require that Foundation officials 
become more directly involved in planning and 
monitoring evaluation activities." 

NSF POSITION: The National Science Board Policy Statement of June 1975 
requiring a de novo review of pre-college curriculum was a first step 
toward committing the Foundation to a policy requiring independent 
evaluation of curriculum materials. The Foundation will extend its 
policy, appropriately modified, to cover all projects involving the 
production of curriculum materials for distribution. Such an extension 
of existing policy clearly implies that NSF officials will be more 
directly involved in planning and monitoring evaluation activities. 

2. II- -Develop criteria For evaluating educational materials 
to aid Foundation officials, materials' developers 
and evaluators in planning for such evaluations. The 
criteria should require that consideration be given 
to the use of subjective and objective test measures, 
extensiveness of evaluations, evaluations of final 
versions of education materials, follow-up studies, 
and independent evaluators." 

NSF POSITION: The Foundation will develop strategic guidelines and 
criteria with the recognition that specific evaluation plans will vary . 
from project to project depending on type, cost, purpose, etc. Program 
announcenients and solicitations will deal.explicitly with the Foundation's 
requirements for project and program evaluation. 
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3. " --Require through announcements for proposals to 
develop educational materials that the proposals 
contain a separate evaluation plan that states 
materials' objectives in measurable terms and 
provides an evaluation design to demonstrate 
whether the objectives have been accomplished, 
and that the accompanying budget contain a line 
item showing the cost of evaluation." 

NSF POSITIOX: Requirements for evaluation plans will be included in 
all future program announcements and guidelines relating to the 
development of education materials for distribution. Requirements 
for project evaluations will be determined before funding decisions 
are made. An evaluation plan --either contained in the project itself 
or established independently--will be an integral part of the development 
project. Functional as well as line item budgets will be developed to 
display clearly the costs of evaluation. 

The Foundation intends to assure that materials' purposes.are clear 
and explicit. The Foundation will require the project objectives be 
more narrowly and precisely stated than in the past. It will support 
evaluation plans which are relevant to these objectives and reasonably 
cost-effective in showing whether the objectives have been fulfilled. 

4. " --Require a formal evaluation report for all materials 
developed with Foundation support. The report should 
be reviewed by Foundation officials for accuracy and 
completeness and should be available through the 
distributor as part of the materials package." 

NSF POSITION: ---- .- Evaluation efforts by orojects will be monitored and 
reports reviej;ied by TISF program officials with respect to clarity, 
consistency, and reproducibility. .However, statements by NSF officials 
seeming to endorse or guarantee the validity of such reports are not 
desirable, since given the state-of-the-art, such evaluations carry 
substantial inherent and irreducible uncertainty. 

All evaluation reports supported by NSF funds will be made available to 
the public through dissemination channels including the ERIC system and 
NTIS. Given the problem of t{SF promoting or appearing to prcmote materials 
developed with its support, it does not appear desirable for NSF to require 
commercial publishers to distribute evaluation reports as part of materials 
packages in all cases, although publishers are free to do so on their okIn. 
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5. ‘I..- Insure that the above recommendations are applied 
to ongoing projects supporting the development of 
science education materials as well as future 
projects." 

NSF POSITION: The Foundation will review all ongoing projects supporting 
the development of science education materials and implement the recom- 
mendations as appropriate. In some cases, such as in some of the projects 
included in the December 1975 de novo review, the incremental benefits of 
additional evaluation efforts may be low. 
into account these factors. 

Decisions will be made taking 

6. ” --If implementation support activities are resumed, 
including the informational dissemination activities, 
the evaluation designs and test results for the 
materials considered for implementation support be 
reviewed by the Foundation usinq the evaluation 
criteria which we are recommending be developed." 

NSF POSITION: The Foundation plans no further implementation activities. T---- 
However, If funds become available for implementation, decisions to imple- 
ment will take into account evaluation reports whether funded by NSF or 
not. 

8. Distribution Efforts 

We recommend that the Director of the Foundation: 

1. - *-Develop distribution plan requirements for grantees 
and contractors requesting funds for developing 
educational materials that will provide data as part 
of the proposal package to more specifically demon- 
strate the materials' need and marketability, such 
as identifying existing materials, their strengths 
and weaknesses, and how the proposed materials will 
be an improvement; estimating the intended users and 
possible barriers to adoption of the materials. This 
data should be reconsidered as the project progresses 
and formal market surveys also considered for projects 
receiving large dollar support." 
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NSF POSITION: For pre-college educational materials, NSF now does 
71neeasaZcs‘cr~cnt" indcpender,tly of applicants. NSF plans to obtain 
some independent asses r,s;cnts tit' needs when'ever it is considering 
proposals to develop educational materials for distribution. These 
assessments of need ;?rill not be limited to broad requirements of the 
field but bear specifically on claims about gaps in the market, incre- 
mental contributions of new n:ateria'l, etc. Proposers will also be 
expected to identify existing materials, their strengths and weaknesses, 
intended users, currently perceived barriers, and so forth. 

2. " --Establish procedures for the selection of reviewers to 
include publishing representatives to review proposals 
for developing th? education materials and to include 
prospective users and publishing representatives to 
periodically review the materials durinp development. 
Th.e views of users.and publishers should be obtained 
for all ongoing as 4ell as future projects." 

NSF POSITION: The direct participation of publishers in the decision 
chain leading to NSF fundin? of materials development potentially 
creates a conflict-of-interest problem concerning bidding and competi- 
tion. NSF agrees that publisher input intc the award decision, review, 
and evaluation processes is desirable and will investigate ways in 
which this c>n be Sor;e. 

The vie;irs o? users for all ongoing as well as future projects will be 
obtained, as rcotrir~~' iu 3 ihrouqh sucil r-:eciqnisi:~s as advisory boards for 
individual projects and ad hoc review panels. 

3. " --Develop a system to provide Foundation management with 
data to asqitss the imrjc7ct of educat;io:,al materials it 
sii p 79 rt 5 i n i '71 r-l! t! i i: .; c, c < n '7 cc' ed :.:cs :. i 0 n . " 

NSF POSITION: The i:SF is in agreei.: clnt k/ith the SLlbstance of this recom- -_-. _~ .-- --.- 
mendation as it r-eitites to a basic responsibiljty for r.:onitoring the 
state of the science education syst~?~l. Actions aleng these lines h?ve 
been taken. For eusnple, cr,c study has been cc~pleted 2nd three con- 
tracts have bC’% let ~0 ?Lcprtain current practice jn pre-college 
science education natioriv:ide. 
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NSF will work on improving techniques for the analysis of impact and 
will employ systematically those techniques that seem valid, reliable, 
and reasonably cost-effective. 

4. "--Determine the worthiness of the pre-college needs 
assessment upon its completion for possible appli- 
cation to the higher education activities to promote 
increased compet;tion for ak:ards and more specific 
determinations of educational 'needs." 

NSF POSITION : -- NSF will evaluate the particular approaches taken in the 
current pre-college n eeds assessment to determine their generalizability 
to higher education. because systems of higher education are highly 
differentiated, ilSF will also consider other approaches. 

5. ” --Consider establishing a system for the periodic 
formal assessment of science education Reeds, upon 
completion and evaluation of the current planning 
studies for needs assessment."' 

NSF POSITION : NSF is in agreement with this recommendation. 

C. Monitoring and Reportin 

We recommend that the Director of the Foundstjon: 

--Issue a policy statement regarding the Foundstion's role 
in monjtoring 0 cgoinq projects th3t continues to provide 
for freedom of thought by researchers in condclcting their 
pro.jccts, but airSo 5roxides for rare active ir.volvenient 
by FouFdation officials as the project is carried out 
especially when problems arc identified. 

--Establ'ish gu'idelines to provide for a more active, system- 
atic monitoring of projects by defining the various :i;oni- 
toring techniques to be used, their frequency of use, and 
the expected docu:nentation of monitoring act>vities to be 
placed in the files. 

--Establish monitorir.9 :, gcidelincs that consider minimum 
progress report requit *il:::cnts which include: 

(1) an expected frequency for grantees to submit reports; . 
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(3) a provision for the program manager to evaluate 
project progress and document agreements reached 
with grantees to resolve‘ problem areas; and 

(4) circulation of progress reports to higher levels 
of management within the science education direc- 
torate to insure timely and effective action to 
correct problems on the projects. 

NSF POSITION: NSF is in agreement with the substance of this recom- 
mendation. NSF's strategic policies and guidelines regarding monitoring 
and reporting will be formalized in appropriate circulars. As with 
evaluation, it is the intention of the Foundation to resolve detailed 
problems and issues regarding monitoring and reporting on a project- 
by-project basis during the initial proposal review process. Recently 
improved review procedures are intended, among other things, to assure 
that crucial preconditions for good project monitoring are met, including 
existence of a clear project plan, formulation of a clear statement of 
award conditions and NSF expectations, and formulation of a schedule 
of performance milestones. 

Proper project monitoring does raise some issues requiring further 
study by NSF, such as the proper allocation of authority and respon- 
sibility for making major project changes. In this connection, the 
advantages, disadvantages, 
"solicitation," 

and requirements of operating in the "assistance," 
and "procurement" modes,will be considered, and will enter 

into subsequent policy determination. 
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PRINCIPAL NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION OFFICIALS ---- ---------------------we----a-------- 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES ---------------__------------------- 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT -------------------- 

Tenure of office ----e--e------- 
From TO ;; 

DIRECTOR: 
Richard C. Atkinson (acting) Aug. 1976 
H. Guyford Stever 
Raymond L. Bisplinghoff 

(acting) 
William D. McElroy 
Leland J. Haworth 
Alan T. Waterman 

Feb. 1972 

Jan. 1972 
July 1969 
July 1963 
Apr. 1951 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR: (note a) 
Edward C. Creutz (acting) 
Richard C. Atkinson 
Lowell J. Paige (acting) 
Raymond L. Bisplinghoff 
Vacant 
Louis Levin (acting) 
John T. Wilson 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR SCIENCE 
EDUCATION (note b): 

Harvey A. Averch 
Harvey A. Averch (acting) 
Lowell J. Paige 
Keith R. Kelson (acting) 
Lloyd G. Humphreys 
Vacant 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR (EDUCATION) 
(note c): 

Thomas D. Fontaine Aug. 1966 
Thomas D. Fontaine (acting) June 1966 
Henry W. Riecken Jan. 1965 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF SCIENTIFIC 
PERSONNEL AND EDUCATION (note d): 

Henry W. Riecken Mar. 1964 
Bowen C. Dees Aug. 1963 
Bowen C. Dees (Assistant 

Director) Aug. 1959 
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Aug. 1976 
June 1975 
Sept. 1974 
Oct. 1970 
June 1970 
Aug. 1968 
July 1963 

Sept. 1976 
Sept. 1975 
Oct. 1973 
Sept. 1971 
June 1970 
Oct. 1969 

Present 
Aug. 1976 

Jan. 1972 
Jan. 1972 
June 1969 
June 1963 

Present 
Aug. 1976 
June 1975 
Sept. 1974 
Oct. 1970 
June 1970 
Aug. 1968 

Present 
Sept. 1976 
Aug. 1975 
Oct. 1973 
Sept. 1971 
June 1970 L 

Oct. 1969 
Aug. 1966 
June 1966 

Jan. 1965 , 
Mar. 1964 

Aug. 1963 
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s/Between July 1961 and July 1963 (when some activities dis- 
cussed in our report took place) the position of Deputy 
Director did not exist. The Director designated who would 
act in his absence. 

b/Before July 1975 the title was Assistant Director for 
Education. L 

c/Effective October 1969 the Office of Assistant Director 
for Education was created. In addition to the duties 
assigned to the newly established positions, the Assis- 
tant Director for Education assumed the functions pre- 
viously assigned to the Associate Director (Education). 

d/Effective January 1965 the Office of Associate Director 
for Education was created. In addition to the duties as- 
signed to the newly established position, the Associate 
Director for Education assumed the functions previously 
assigned to the Associate Director for Scientific Person- 
nel and Education. 
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